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SET-UP AND SAFETY- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------About your TV set
 With your TV set, you can receive and watch
digital TV programmes over DVB-S, DVB-T
and DVB-C, along with analogue TV.

7

Intended use
 The TV set is designed for use in dry rooms.
 Use the TV set with the supplied stand or
a suitable VESA bracket.
7 
The TV set is primarily intended for the
playback of TV programmes, streaming
content and audio/video material from
external devices. Any other use is strictly
prohibited.
It is not intended as an information display or
for predominant use as a computer monitor.
If a still image or a non-full-format image is
displayed for an extended period, visible
traces may remain on the screen for some
time.
This is not a defect that can be used as the
basis for a warranty claim.
7
7
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Safety
WARNING
Risk of electrical accident
7 
Do not open the TV set. Safety risk may arise
and also the guarantee of the product can be
void if the television set is opened.
7 
The TV set can only be operated with the
power cable or the AC/DC adapter supplied
with the product.
7 
Do not operate the TV set with a damaged
power cord/AC/DC adaptor (if supplied).
7 
For products supported with 32” battery
If you use an 12V battery to supply power to
the TV, you should use a suitable cable with a
minimum support of 6A. If you use it with an
external adapter, you should use a 12V (min. 6A)
adapter.
7 
For products with 24” internal adapter:
If you use an 12V battery to supply power to
the TV, you should use a suitable cable with a
minimum support of 3.5A.
7 
If the plug on the TV set has an earthing
contact, only insert the plug into a socket with
an earthing contact.
7 
Plug the TV set into the mains socket only after
you have connected the external devices and
the antenna.
7 
Protect the TV set from moisture. Do not place
any vessels filled with water (such as vases)
on the TV.
Fire hazard
7 
To prevent the spread of fire,
keep candles or other open
flames away from this product at
all times.
7 
Do not cover the ventilation slots on the TV set.
7 
Always unplug the power plug and antenna
plug during a thunderstorm.
7 
Keep candles or other open flames away
from the TV set.
7 
Do not expose the batteries to extreme heat
such as sunshine, fire or the like.
7 
Only use batteries of the same type (brand,
size, properties). Do not use used and new
batteries together.

SET-UP AND SAFETY- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------WARNING
Injuries caused by falling TV set
Never place the TV set on an unstable surface.
The TV set may fall, causing serious injury,
possibly leading to death in isolated cases.
Observe the following precautions:
7 
Only use the manufacturer’s recommended
cabinets or stands.
7 
Only use furniture that can safely support the
TV set.
7 
Make sure that the TV set does not protrude
beyond the dimensions of the furniture on
which it is resting.
7 
Do not place the TV set on tall furniture (such
as kitchen cabinets, bookshelves) without
securely anchoring the furniture and TV set.
7 
Do not place the TV set on fabric or other
materials located between the TV set and
furniture.
7 
Instruct children that there is danger
associated with climbing on furniture when the
TV set is to be reached.

NOTICE
Shortened service life due to high
operating temperature
7 
Do not place the TV set next to heating units
or in direct sunlight.
7 
To ensure adequate ventilation, maintain
clearance of at least 10 cm around the TV set.
Discolouration of furniture due to
rubber feet
7 
Some furniture surfaces may discolour when
they come in contact with rubber. To protect
furniture, you can place a sheet made of glass
or plastic under the stand. Do not use textile
underlays or mats such as doilies.

Environmental information
 

Do not dispose of batteries in
the household waste. Used
batteries must be returned to
retail stores or public collection points. You
help to protect the environment in this way.
7 
Be sure to dispose of packaging materials
for your product separately according to the
guidelines of local authorities so that they
can be recycled in an environmentally safe
manner.
7 If you are not using your TV set for a while,
turn it to standby mode. In standby mode, the
TV set uses very little energy (≤ 0.5 W).
If you do not use the TV set for an extended
period, turn it off with the power switch or
unplug the power cord from the socket. If
you turn off the device or disconnect it from
the power supply, the switch-on timer and
programmed recordings will not work.
7 
Select a location for the TV set so that no
direct sunlight falls on the screen. This allows
a lower backlight to be selected, which saves
energy.
7 
Do not dispose of the product
along with normal household
waste at the end of its service
life. Take it to a recycling centre
for electrical and electronic equipment.
Electromagnetic noise
7 Devices connected to the product (satellite
receiver, DVD player, and etc.) or signal
emitting devices (router and etc.) close to the
product may cause disturbance in the image
and noise in the sound.
7 Connection cables used on the product must
be shorter than 3 m.
7 If the product cannot perform its function due
to electrostatic discharge, the user may need
to switch off and then switch on the product.
7 A shielded, HDMI-certified and ferrite cable
must be used with the product.
7
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GENERAL INFORMATION------------------------------------------------------------------Special features of your
television set
Your television set enables you to receive and
watch digital stations (via DVB-S, DVB-T and
DVB-C), including the High Definition (HD)
ones. At present, reception for these digital
television stations in High Definition is only
possible in some countries in Europe.
7 Although

this television meets the current
DVB-S, DVB-T and DVB-C standards as of
August 2012, its compatibility with future
DVB-S digital satellite broadcasts, DVB-T
digital terrestrial broadcasts and DVB-C
digital cable broadcasts is not guaranteed.
7 This

television can receive and process all
analogue and all unencrypted digital stations.
This television set has an integrated digital
and analogue receiver. The digital receiver
unit converts the signals from digital stations to
provide outstanding audio and picture quality.
7 The

TV guide (only for digital stations) tells
you of any schedule changes at short notice,
and provides an overview of all the stations’
schedules for the next few days.
7 You

can connect various data media, for
example, an external hard drive, a USB
memory stick or a digital camera to the USB
sockets. Using the file browser, you can then
select and play the file formats you want (for
example, MP4, MP3 or JPEG data).
7 

Receiving digital stations
To receive digital satellite stations (DVB-S) you
need a satellite antenna.
7 To

receive digital stations (DVB-T) you need a
digital rooftop or indoor antenna.
7 
T he antenna cable of the cable TV network
that broadcast in DVB-C must be plugged into
TV in order to receive the DVB-C broadcasts.
7 Unlike

analogue broadcasting, not every
station has its own transmission frequency.
Instead, several stations are grouped into
what are known as bouquets on a regional or
national level.
7 

6
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You can find the current transmission
information on teletext from various
broadcasters, or look in a TV guide or on the
Internet.
7 Various digital television stations from private
broadcasters are encrypted (DVB-S, DVB-T
and DVB-C). Watching these stations and the
recording and playback functions are only
possible with the appropriate CI module and
a SmartCard. Ask your specialist dealer.
7 

GRUNDIG SCR System
Your TV supports SCR system (Single Channel
Router). With SCR satellite system, several users
can individually receive all signals from the
satellite simultaneously.

GENERAL INFORMATION------------------------------------------------------------------Important notes on environmental protection
Those items mentioned below will help you
reduce the consumption of natural resources as
well as save your money by reducing electricity
bills.
7 If you will not be using the TV set for several
days, it should be disconnected from the
mains for environmental and safety reasons.
TV will not consume energy in this condition.
7 If the TV set has main switch, it will be enough
to turn the TV off via main switch. TV will
reduce energy consumption almost to Zero
Watt.
7 TV consumes less energy on stand by mode.
However, some TV sets may have features
such as on timer, that require the TV set to be
left in standby to work correctly.
7 TV consumes less energy when brightness is
reduced.

Notes on still images
Watching the same image for a long time on
the screen may cause a still image remain
feebly on the background. Feeble image(s) on
the background is originated from LCD/LED
technology and does not require any action
under guarantee. To avoid such cases and/or
minimize the impact, you may observe the tips
below.
7 Do not allow the same TV channel to stay on
the screen for a very long time. Channel logos
may cause this situation.
7 Do not allow the images, which are not full
screen, to constantly stay on the screen; if
not streamed in full screen format by the
broadcaster, you can convert the images to
full screen by changing picture formats.
7 Higher brightness and/or contrast values will
lead this impact to appear faster; therefore,
you are recommended to watch your TV in
the lowest brightness and contrast levels.
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PACKING CONTENTS-------------------------------------------------------------------------------1

2

3

5

4

6
User
Manual

Standart accessory

Optional accessory

1 TV

Easy-Use Remote Control
Batteries for Easy-Use remote controls
Screws for VESA bracket

2 Stand
3 Remote control
4 Batteries for remote controls
5 Screws and mounting instructions for stand
6 Brief Instruction

8
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CONNECTION/PREPARATION-----------------------------------------------------Connecting the antenna and power cord

4
3

1 To receive digital satellite channels (DVB-S),
connect the satellite antenna cable to the
antenna socket SATELLITE on the television
set;
and / or
2a To receive terrestrial digital broadcasters
(DVB-T) connect the cable for the rooftop or
indoor antenna to the antenna socket ANT
IN on the television set;
or
2b To receive digital cable channels (DVB-C)
connect the cable for the rooftop antenna
to the antenna socket ANT IN on the television set;

1

2

Note:
When connecting an indoor antenna you
may have to try it out at different positions
until you get the best reception.
3 Plug the power cord into the AC IN jack..
7 

4 Plug the power cord into the wall socket.
Note:
7 Only plug the device into the mains socket
after you have connected the external
devices and the antenna.
7 Do not use an adapter plug or extension
cable which does not meet the applicable
safety standards. Do not make changes on
the power cord.

or
2c To receive analogue TV channels, connect
the cable for the rooftop antenna to the
antenna socket ANT IN on the television
set.
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CONNECTION/PREPARATION-----------------------------------------------------Setting up or hanging
Select a location so that no direct sunlight falls
on the screen.

7 

Setting up with stand
7 To mount the stand, refer to the installation
instructions included.
7 Place the television set on a hard, level
surface.
Preparing for mounting on the VESA
bracket
You will need:
7 A pair of scissors,
7 A crosstip screwdriver.
Follow the installation instructions for the VESA
bracket.Place the television set in the film on a
smooth surface with the screen facing down.
1 Cut open the film on the back side using the
scissors.
2 Connect the required cables to the connectors on the television set. See the “Connection/Preparation” section in this manual.
3 Tie the cables so they do not hang down
onto the floor.
4 Screw the VESA bracket onto the television
set and mount it according to its installation
instructions.
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VESA

CONNECTION/PREPARATION-----------------------------------------------------Inserting batteries in the remote
control

1 Open the battery compartment by removing
the lid.

Environmental note
7
This symbol on the battery
or on the packaging
indicates that the battery
provided with this product
shall not be treated as household waste. On
certain batteries this symbol might be used
in combination with a chemical symbol. The
chemical symbols for mercury (Hg) or lead
(Pb) are added if the battery contains more
than 0.0005% mercury or 0.004% lead.
Batteries, including those which contain no
heavy metal, may not be disposed of with
household waste. Please dispose of used
batteries in an environmentally sound manner.
Find out about the legal regulations which
apply in your area.

2 Insert the batteries (2 x 1.5 V micro; for
example R03 or AAA). Observe the polarity
(marked on the base of the battery compartment).
3 Close the battery compartment.
Note:
7 If
 the television set no longer reacts
properly to remote control commands, the
batteries may be flat. Be sure to remove
the exhausted batteries from the battery
compartment.
7 The

manufacturer accepts no liability for
damage resulting from used batteries.
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OVERVIEW---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SERVICE

OPTIC
OUT

HDMI2(ARC)

HDMI1

USB
(HDD)

SATELLITE
13/18V
max.500mA

ANT-IN

Connections on the television set

AC IN:
Power cable socket.
CI:	for CA modules for receiving
encrypted stations.
U:
Headphone jack or line
output via adapter.
ANT IN:
for antenna cable (terrestrial
antenna or cable connection).
SATELLITE:
for satellite antenna. Suitable
for single-cable GSCR
system.

USB(HDD): 	
HDMI1:
HDMI2(ARC):
Optic Out:
SERVICE:
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for data media.
Input for digital audio and
image data.
Input for digital audio and
image data.
optical audio output.
Service only.

Control buttons on the TV
Control elements

Turning the TV to standby
1 »8« Switches the television on and back
into standby mode.

OVERVIEW--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Remote control - main functions

Switches on from standby
mode;
selects channels directly
Selects the channel list
(»ALL«, »FAV 1« to
»FAV 4«)

Turns on and off the television
set (stand-by)

 witches between teletext
S
and TV modes

HDMI CEC Device List
Exits TV guide
Displays information
Opens the menu
Opens the channel list
Opens the Tools menu
Adjusts the volume
Turns volume on/off (mute)

 apping function;
Z
switches the menus back one
menu level
Opens the TV guide
Signal source
Switches on from standby;
selects stations step by step

Next/previous image/
chapter, next/previous track
Picture formats
Select subtitle
Switches between
TV and Radio channel (only
for digital television channels)

Opens Media Player menu
Select audio channel

Cursor Control
Moves the cursor up and down
in the menus.
Moves the cursor left/right in
menus.
Opens channel list;
activates various functions.

ENGLISH
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OVERVIEW--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Remote control - all functions
Selects a page in teletext mode;
 (red)
 (green) selects/activates various functions
 (yellow) in menus.
 (blue)
5
Switches to double character size
in teletext mode;
selects the previous track/previous
picture in the Media Player.
6

 pdates a page in teletext mode;
U
selects the next track/next picture
in the Media Player.

3

P age hold in teletext mode;
starts the reverse picture search in
the Media Player.

4

 how answers in teletext mode;
S
starts the forward picture search in
the Media Player.

8

 tarts playback in the external
S
data media.
Pauses the file executed on the
external data media.

!
7

 elects the split screen function in
S
teletext mode;
ends playback in the file browser.
 elects different audio language
S
(in digital TV operation).
 elects different subtitles (in digital
S
TV operation).
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INITIAL SET-UP---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The television set is fitted with an “installation
assistant”, which guides you step by step
through the basic settings.
Using the screen dialogue, the user guide
enables supposedly complex settings and data
entries to be presented simply and clearly for
everybody.
Pages and dialogue items appear on the screen,
which identify the subsequent and likely operating steps.
To support this, you will also see the required
button symbols of the remote control.
The basic settings in detail:
– language selection
– country selection;
– choice of user mode;
– location selection;
– Station settings (DVB-S, DVB-T, DVB-C and
analogue channels).
The detailed settings can be found on pages 17
and 19.

Tuning channels
Depending on the type of antenna connected,
you can decide which channels you would like
the television to search for.
DVB-S – Tunes digital channels from the
satellite, from page 18.
You have two options for this search:
– the basic installation which presets a standard selection, e.g. the satellite Astra 19.2°
East; you need only start the search;
– the professional installation, which allows
you to make all required settings and set
parameters for your receiver system.
DVB-C – For setting up digital cable channels
see page 18.
DVB-T – For setting up digital terrestrial
channels see page 19.
Searching for Analog television channels,
see "Setting further channels" section on page
67 .
Note:
7 See “Setting further channels”" section starting from page 58 for more information on
digital television channel settings.

ENGLISH
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INITIAL SET-UP---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Initial set-up – overview
Select language (page 17, step 3)

Select country (page 17, step 5)

Select mode (page 17, step 6)

Select location and accessories (page 17, step 7 - 10)

Setting TV channels (page 18, step 26)

DVB-T
(page 19, step 19)

DVB-C
(page 18, step 14)

DVB-S
(page 18, step 10)

Auto
(page 19,
step 19)

Auto
(page 18,
step 14)

Auto
(page 22
step 10)

Manually
(chapter
page 66)

Channel Editor (page 20)
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Manually
(chapter
page 65)

Manually
(chapter
page 59)

INITIAL SET-UP---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Arrange Initial set-up
1 Switch on the television set from standby
with »8«, »1…0«, »P+« or »P–«.
– Menu Language menu appears when the
device is switched on for the first time.

Please select your desired language

Menu Language
Česky

Dansk

Deutsch

English

Espanol

Eλληvıκά

Français

Hrvatski

Italiano

Magyar

Nederlands

Norsk

Polski

Português

Pyccкий

Româneşte

Slovenščina

Eesti

Suomi

Svenska

Бългaрски

Slovenčina

Lietuviu

Türkçe

Navigation Between Items

Select

Help:
7 If
 the »Menu Language« menu does not
appear on the screen, make the setting by
following the instructions on returning the
television to its factory settings on page 51.
2 Select the menu language with »<«, »>«,
»V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
– »Welcome« menu appears.

6 Select the required option »Stand« or »Wallmounted« with »V« or »Λ«.
Note:
 The information how to place the television
set is important for the automatic audio
settings.
7 Confirm setting with »OK«.
– The »Summary« menu will be displayed.
7

8 Select the next operating step with »«
(blue).
9 Select the next operating step with »«
(blue).
Note:
7 
Continue searching for TV channels with:
– point 10 for DVB-S reception;
– point 14 for DVB-C reception;
– point 19 for DVB-T reception.

3 Step-by-step installation will be made to be
able to use the television. Press »OK« to
start the installation.
4 Select the country in which the television
set is operated with »<«, »>«, »V« or »Λ«
and press »OK« to confirm.
– »User Mode« menu appears, the option
»Home Mode« is selected.
5 Confirm the option »Home Mode« with
»OK«;
or
select the option »Enhanced« with »V« or
»Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
– »Home Mode« contains preconfigured
TV settings that provide energy savings
conforming EUP.
– »Enhanced« – if you will use the television
for a demo presentation, increased image
and volume settings are used in this mode.
Increased mode consumes more energy.
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INITIAL SET-UP---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Searching television channels with satellite signal (DVB-S)
10 Select the option »Satellite (DVB-S/S2)«
with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
– The satellite Astra 19.2° East is preset.
11 Confirm the push button »Continue« with
»« (blue).
Notes:
 Select the Channel Type.
Press »V« or »Λ« to select whether you
want to search for only digital channels
(Digital) or only radio channels (Radio) or
both (Digital + Radio) and press »OK« to
select and mark or unmark the »Digital«
and/or »Radio« items.
7 
Select Scan Mode.
To select whether you want to search for
only free digital television channels (Free),
only scrambled digital television channels
(Scrambled) or both (Free + Scrambled),
press »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
select and mark or unmark the »Free« and/
or »Scrambled« items.
12 Press »« (red) to start searching.
– »Digital Searching« menu appears and
the scan for TV channels begins.
– The scan is complete as soon as the message »Search is completed!« appears.
7

13 Select the »Channel Editor« with »OK«.

Tuning cable digital television channels
(DVB-C)
14 Select the option »Cable (DVB-C)« with
»V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
15 Select the line »Scan Type« with »V« or
»Λ«.
Select the option »Quick« or »Full« with »<«
or »>«.
– »Quick« scanning function sets the channels according to the cable operator
information in the broadcasting signal.
– »Full« scan function scans the entire frequency range selected. With this search
option, search can take a long time. This
search type is recommended. Some cable
providers do not support »Quick« scan.
Note:
You can speed up the search. To do this,
frequency and network ID information are
required. You may get this data from your
cable operator or find it in the Internet
forums.
16 Confirm the push button »Continue« with
»« (blue).
7 

Note:
 Perform Channel Type selection. Press
»V« or »Λ« to select whether you want to
search for only digital channels (Digital),
only Analog channels (Analog) or both
(Digital + Analog) and press »OK« to select and mark or unmark the »Digital« and
»Analog« items.
17 Press »« (red) to start searching.
– The »Digital or Analog Searching« menu
appears, and the search for TV channels
begins.
– The scan is complete as soon as the
»Search is completed!« appears.
7

18 Select the »Channel Editor« with »OK«.
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INITIAL SET-UP---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tuning terrestrial digital television
channels (DVB-T)
19 Select the option »Air (DVB-T/T2)« with
»V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
Note:
 Perform Channel Type selection. Press
»V« or »Λ« to select whether you want to
search for only digital channels (Digital),
only Analog channels (Analog) or both
(Digital + Analog) and press »OK« to select and mark or unmark the »Digital« and
»Analog« items.
20 Press »« (red) to start searching.
– The »Digital or Analog Searching« menu
appears, and the search for TV channels
begins.
– The scan is complete as soon as the
»Search is completed!« appears.
7

21 Select the »Channel Editor« with »OK«.
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INITIAL SET-UP---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Changing the Channel Editor for
the digital channels

Opening the Programme Table
1 Open the menu with »MENU«.

Channels found at the end of the search are
stored in the »Channel Editor«.
You can delete channels which are not required
from the programe table, you can change the
order of channels within the programe table and
lock individual channels (Parental control).
You can also add channels to the favourites
list; in addition, you can change the order of
channels within the favourites list.
In Channel Editor, press »P+« to switch the
channel list to the next page, press »P–« to
switch it back to the previous page.
To perform searching in the Channel Editor
menu by Channel names, press »« (red).
To use filters and tools in the Channel Editor
menu, press »« (yellow).

2 Select the »Settings« menu with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.

3 Select the option »Source« with »>« or »<«
and press »V« to confirm.

4 Select the line »Channel Editor« with »V«
and press »OK« to confirm.
– »Channel Editor« menu is displayed.
Important:
Programme table and favourite lists are
stored separately for all sources (satellite,
cable and air).
7 Programme table of the current source will
be displayed when you select programme
table.
Notes:
7 A Cl module and smart card is required to
watch the channel if there is a » « sign
next to the channel name in Programme
Table.
7 As the recorded data channels are not
displayed in the channel list, number of
channels displayed in the Channel list may
be less than 6000
7 

Tuesday
xx xxx xxxx

1 Das Erste
Channel Editor
1 Das Erste
DTV

6 24
DTV

11 HD1
DTV

16 TV Sport
DTV

Search for Channels
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Satellite

2 ZDF

3 SAT1

DTV

DTV

7 HD Sports

DTV

8 HD Test

DTV

8 SAT

DTV

12 Life

DTV

13 Film

DTV

12 Promo

DTV

17 SAT8

DTV

18 SKY

DTV

Antenna Type

4 N24

19 TV6

DTV

Tools

Tune Channel

DTV

Select

All

5 SAT3
DTV

10 RTL
DTV

15 Sport1
DTV

20 TV5
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INITIAL SET-UP---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Searching channels by name in the
Channel Editor
While arranging the channels in the Channel
Editor, you can search and select the channel
name by the first three characters.
1 In the »Channel Editor« menu, select the
search mode by pressing »« (red).
2 Select the first character of the channel
name you want to search with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.
Repeat the entry for the next characters.
– Channels found will be listed on the right
side of the screen.
3 With »>« switch to result section, select the
channel you are searching with »V« or
»Λ«, and highlight this with »OK«.
Note:
To change the place of, delete or add the
channels to favorites lists, continue reading
the relevant section.
4 To return to the previous menu, press
»BACK <«.
7 

5 To exit the »Channel Editor« menu, press
»EXIT«.

Deleting channels in the Channel 
Editor
1 In the »Channel Editor« menu, select the
channel(s) you want to delete with »V«,
»Λ«, »<« or »>«, and highlight the channel
by pressing »OK«.
– Channel is marked with »✔«.
2 Press »« (yellow).
– »Tools« menu is displayed.
3 Select the line »Delete« with »V « or »Λ«
and press »OK« to confirm.
4 To confirm deletion process, select the option »OK« with »<« or »>«;

Moving the channels in the channel organizer to different channel positions
1 In the »Channel Editor« menu, select the
channel(s) you want to move with »V«,
»Λ«, »<« or »>«, and highlight the television channel by pressing »OK«.
– Channel is marked with »✔«.
2 Press »« (green).
Notes:
In case of changing the order of the channels, channel numbers sent by the broadcaster will be changed.
7 If more than one channel is selected for
moving, channels will be moved one after
the other according to the selection order of
channels.
3 Select the new place of the channel with
»V«, »Λ«, »<« or »>« and press »OK« to
confirm.
7 

4 To exit the »Channel Editor« menu, press
»EXIT«.

Displaying channels in the Channel 
Editor by antenna type
If you have more than one antenna type, you
can display channels in the Channel Editor by
antenna type.
1 To display the channels in the »Channel
Editor« menu by antenna type, press »«
(yellow).
2 Confirm »Antenna Type« with »OK«.
3 Select »Air«, »Cable« or »Satellite« with
»V« or »Λ« and press »OK«.
– Television will switch to the antenna system you have selected and channels will
be displayed.
4 To exit the »Channel Editor« menu, press
»EXIT«.

or
to cancel deletion process, select the option
»No« with »<« or »>« and press »OK« to
confirm.
5 To exit the »Channel Editor« menu, press
»EXIT«.
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INITIAL SET-UP---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sequencing channels in the Channel
Editor
You can sequence the channels in the Channel
Editor according to different criteria such as TV,
radio or scrambled / unscrambled.
1 To sequence the channels according to different criteria in the »Channel Editor« menu,
press »« (yellow).
2 Select the sequencing criteria you want with
»V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
– Channels will be displayed in the »Channel Editor« menu by the criteria you have
selected.
3 To exit the »Channel Editor« menu, press
»EXIT«.

Creating a list of favourites
You can select your favourite channels and save
them in up to four lists (FAV1 to FAV4).
Note:
7 Favourite

lists must be created separately
for all sources (satellite, cable and air).
7 After

created the favourite list, press »FAV«
to select the favorite list.
1 In the »Channel Editor« menu, select the
channel(s) you want to add in the favorites list with »V«, »Λ«, »<« or »>«, and
highlight the television channel by pressing
»OK«.
– Channel is marked with »✔«.
2 Press »« (yellow).
– »Tools« menu is displayed.
3 Select the line »Add to Fav.« with »V « or
»Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
–»Add to Fav.« menu is displayed.
4 Select the favorite list you want to add the
selected channels with »V « or »Λ« and
store with »OK«.
– The channels are marked in the Channel
Editor with »❶«, »❷«, »❸« or »❹«.
– You can add the same channel in more
than one favourites list.
– Each favourite list can contain maximum
255 channels.
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Notes:
7 You

can delete channels from the favourites
list.
Press »« (yellow), select the favorites
list the channel is in with »V« or »Λ« and
press »OK« to confirm.
Select the channel(s) you want to delete
with »V«, »Λ«, »<« or »>«, and highlight
the channel by pressing »OK«.
Press »« (yellow) and select the line
»Remove from Fav.« with »V«, »Λ« and
confirm with »OK«.
7 When

a channel stored in the favourite
channel list is deleted channel order in the
favourite list is updated.
5 To exit the »Channel Editor« menu, press
»EXIT«.

Sorting channels in the favorites list
You can change the channel sorting in the
favorites list.
1 To select favorites list in the »Channel Editor« press »« (yellow).
2 Select the favorites list you want to sort with
»V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
3 Select the channel(s) you want to move with
»V«, »Λ«, »<« or »>«, and highlight the
television channel by pressing »OK«.
– Channel is marked with »✔«.
4 Press »« (green).
Note:
7 If
 more than one channel is selected for
moving, channels will be moved one after
the other according to the selection order of
channels.
5 Select the new place of the channel with
»V«, »Λ«, »<« or »>« and press »OK« to
confirm.
6 To exit the »Channel Editor« menu, press
»EXIT«.

INITIAL SET-UP---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Enter own names for the favourites lists
(max. 6 characters)
You can rename all favorites lists.
1 To recall favorites list menu when no menu is
opened on the screen, press »FAV«.
2 Select the favorites list you want to rename
with »V« or »Λ« and press »« (blue)
button.
– Virtual keyboard will be displayed.
3 To delete the current name step by step,
press »« (red).
4 Select the required character/number with
»V«, »Λ«, »<« or »>« and move to the
next character with »OK«.
Repeat the same process for all characters/
numbers.
Note:
Using »Shift« ➡ »OK«, you can switch
between uppercase letters / numbers and
lowercase letters / special characters.

7 

5 To save the new name with »« (green).
6 Press »EXIT« to end the setting.

Renaming AV channels
You can rename AV channels according to the
device you have connected. For example, for a
PC which you have connected to HDMI1 source
of TV with HDMI cable, you can name the
source as PC.
1 Open »Input Source« menu with »

«.

2 Select the AV source you will rename with
»<« or »>« and press »« (blue).
– Rename menu is displayed.
3 Press »OK« and delete the “old” name step
by step with »« (red).
4 Select the required character/number with
»V«, »Λ«, »<« or »>« and move to the
next character with »OK«.
Repeat the same process for all characters/
numbers.
Note:
Using »Shift« ➡ »OK«, you can switch
between uppercase letters / numbers and
lowercase letters / special characters.
5 To save the new name with »« (green).
7 

6 Select the icon appropriate for the device
type with »<« or »>« and press »OK« to
confirm
7 To save the setting, press »« (blue).
– Source name and icon will change.
8 Press »EXIT« to end the setting.
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PICTURE /SOUND SETTINGS----------------------------------------------------------Picture settings
1 Open the menu with »MENU«.
2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.
3 Select menu item »Picture« with »<« or »>«
and press »V« to confirm.
– »Picture Settings« menu is active.
Settings > Picture

Picture

Tuesday
xx xxx xxxx

Sound

Source

TV

Timer

Picture Format
Picture Mode
Backlight

Parental

16:9
Natural
Ec0

Advanced
Restore default display settings

Change Area

BACK Back

EXIT Exit

4 Select the required line »Picture Format«,
»Picture Mode« or »Backlight« with »V« or
»Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
Select the option with »<« or »>«.
Press »BACK <« to return to »Picture«
menu.
Note:
Other settings are available under »Advanced«.
5 Select the line »Advanced« with »V« or
»Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
7 

6 Select the required line/function with »V«
or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
Select the value/option with »<« or »>«
and press »OK« to confirm.
Press »BACK <« to return to »Picture«
menu.
7 Press »EXIT« to end the setting.
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Advanced picture settings
The “advanced picture settings” are in principal
digital image improvements which, however,
should be only used when necessary when
picture quality and transmission is excellent.
They may well improve the display with poor
material, but may adversely affect the display
where transmission and picture quality are
excellent.
7 »Backlight« – Manual setting for back lighting (only active if dynamic back lighting is
switched to “OFF”). This setting also directly
impacts power consumption.
7 »Vibrant Colour« – Increases the colour
contrast and the contrast adjustment. This
setting is mostly too strong for use with normal pictures and should only be used where
necessary (low or off) otherwise nuances in
the image can be suppressed.
7 »Gamma« – This setting establishes which
brightness value should be displayed for
which digital transmission value. Most
recordings are transmitted with a gamma
value of 2.2 (all Windows PCs and newer
PCs with a MAC operating system work
with this, older MAC systems and transmissions without colour profile mostly operate
with a gamma value of 1.8).
7 »Dynamic Contrast« – The function dynamically and optimally adjusts the contrast for
the respective picture content by analysing
images and then altering this depending in
a change in contrast. This increase the contract, however may also reduce the visible
brightness levels in the picture.
7 »Film mode« detects and processes feature
films automatically for all channel sources.
This means you will always receive an
optimal picture.
This functions in the modi 480i, 576i and
1080i in TV playback and for other channel sources.
If the »Film mode« is switched on for
programmes without a feature film signal,
minor problems such as picture freeze,
defective subtitles or fine lines in the picture
could occur.

PICTURE /SOUND SETTINGS----------------------------------------------------------»Perfect Clear« – Improves the general image by means of a gentle blue hue (giving
the appearance of greater sharpness) and
improves the black level by setting this entirely to black from specific shade of back.
This reduces the visible grey values in the
dark areas of the picture.
7 »Nois Reduction« – Reduces the visible
snow by displaying the picture a little less
sharply and creating a slight blurring.
Should therefore be used minimally with
good picture material.
7 »Block

Noise Reduction« – This function
can only be selected with digital reception
sources and AV presets. It reduces any interference from artefacts (pixel blocks) from
digital programmes due to MPEG compression (such as from DVB-T receivers and
lower transmission rates or DVD players).
7 

Restore default settings
1 In the menu »Picture« select the line »Restore
default display settings« with »V« or »Λ«
and press »OK« to confirm.
2 Select push button »Yes« with »<« or »>« to
confirm the security query;
or
select push button »No« with »<« or »>« to  
to cancel the function.
3 Press »EXIT« to end the setting.

Concluding the settings
1 Press »EXIT« to end the setting.
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PICTURE /SOUND SETTINGS----------------------------------------------------------Sound settings
1 Open the menu with »MENU«.
2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.
3 Select menu item »Sound« with »<« or »>«
and press »V« to confirm.
– »Sound« menu is active.
Settings > Sound

Picture

Tuesday
xx xxx xxxx

Sound

Sound Mode

Source

TV

Timer

Parental

User

Restore Default Sound Settings

BACK Back

1 Select the line »Advanced« from the Sound
menu with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
2 Select the line »TV Location« with »V« or
»Λ«.
3 Select the required option »Stand« or »Wallmounted« with »<« or »>«.

Advanced

Change Area

Location selection
The function how to place the television set is
important for the automatic audio settings.

EXIT Exit

Note:
7 Additional

operations are explained in the
following sections.

Sound Mode
1 Select the line »Sound Mode« with »V« or
»Λ«.
2 Press »<« or »>« to select the desired option.

Stereo/dual channel
If the device receives two channel programmes,
e.g. a film with the original sound on sound
channel B (display: »Dual II«) and the dubbed
version on sound channel A (display: »Dual I«),
you can select the desired sound channel.
1 Select the line »Advanced« from the Sound
menu with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
2 Select the line »Sound Type« with »V« or
»Λ« and adjust the setting with »<« or »>«.

Equalizer
Equalizer offers a sound setting that you can
create.
Equaliser is active in the menu when »Sound
Mode« is selected as »User«.
1 Select the line »Advanced« from the Sound
menu with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
2 Select the line »Equalizer« with »V« or
»Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
– »Equalizer« menu opens.
3 It is active in »120Hz« frequency band.
Adjust the preferred value by using »<« or
»>«.
4 Select the next frequency band with »V« or
»Λ« to repeat the adjustment procedure.
5 To save adjustment, press »BACK <«.
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PICTURE /SOUND SETTINGS----------------------------------------------------------Automatic volume
The television channels broadcast at different
volumes. The automatic volume limiting (AVL)
function means the volume is kept the same
when you switch between channels.
1 Select the line »Advanced« from the Sound
menu with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
2 Select the line »AVL« with »V« or »Λ« and
then select »On« with »<« or »>«.
Note:
7 AVL item is active in the menu when »Sound
Mode« is selected as »User« or »Standard
Mode«.

Restore default settings
1 In the menu »Sound« select the line »Restore
Default Sound Settings« with »V« or »Λ«
and press »OK« to confirm.
2 Select push button »Yes« with »<« or »>« to
confirm the security query;
or
select push button »No« with »<« or »>« to  
to cancel the function.
3 Press »EXIT« to end the setting.

Concluding the settings
1 Press »EXIT« to end the setting.
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TV OPERATION – BASIC FUNCTIONS---------------------------------Switching on and off

Selecting stations from lists

1 Press »8«, »1…0« or »P+« or »P-« to
switch on the television from standby mode.

You can select stations from various lists, (e.g.
ALL, FAV1 - FAV4).
1 Press »FAV« to recall the favorite list menu.
– »Favorite« menu is displayed.

2 Press »8« to switch the television to standby.

Selecting the operating mode
You can select the menu operating mode of
your television. »Advanced Mode« contains all
setting whereas »Simple Mode« is an abridged
version that allows you to make quick settings.
1 Press »MENU« button.

2 Select the favorite list with »V« or »Λ« and
open it with »OK«
3 Select the channel with »<« or »>« and
press »OK« to confirm.
4 Press »EXIT« to exit the channel list.

2 Press »« (blue) button to change the
operating mode.

Selecting AV channels

Selecting channels

2 Select the desired AV channel position with
»<« or »>« and confirm with »OK«.

1 Use »1…0« to select channels directly.
2 Select channels step by step with »P+« or
»P-«.
3 Open the channel list by pressing »OK«,
select the channel list by pressing »<« or
»>« and confirm with »OK«, then close the
channel list with »EXIT«.
Notes:
7 Programme

information for the following
days an be called up with »Λ«.
7 Switch

to radio channels by calling up
the channel list with »OK«, press »«
(blue), use »V« or »Λ« to select the option
»Radio«. Select radio channels with »<« or
»>« and confirm with »OK«.
7 Switch back to TV channel lists by calling
up the channel lists again with »OK« , press
»« (blue), using »V« or »Λ« to select
the option »Digital« and confirm with »OK«.
7 To

save energy, you can turn off the screen
in “Radio mode” (see “ADVANCED SETTINGS” on page 67).
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1 Open »Input Source« menu with »

«.

3 Use »1…0« to switch back to the television
channel.
Note:
The AV preset descriptions can be changed.
See “Settings” section on page 23.

7 

Adjusting the volume
1 Adjust the volume with »– o +«.

Muting
1 Use »p« to switch the sound off (mute) and
to switch it on again.

Displaying information
Information about each television program
is shown automatically at every change of
channel.
1 Display information, press »?« repeatedly.
– The display disappears automatically
after a short while.

TV OPERATION – BASIC FUNCTIONS---------------------------------Audio language
You can select various languages when
watching digital channels. This depends on the
programme being broadcast.
1 Press »
« to open the selection menu.
2 Select the language with »V« or »Λ« and
press »OK« to confirm.
3 Press »EXIT« to end the settings.

Subtitles
You can select various subtitles when watching
digital channels. This depends on the
programme being broadcast.
1 Press » « to open the selection menu.
2 Select the language with »V« or »Λ« and
press »OK« to confirm.
3 Press »EXIT« to end the settings.

Zap function
This function allows you to save the television
channel which you are currently watching and
switch to other channels (zapping).
1 Select the channel you want to save in the
zap memory with »1…0« or »P+«, »P-« (for
example, channel 1, BBC 1) and save with
»BACK <«.
2 Change channels with »1…0« or »Λ«
»V«.
3 You can now use »BACK <« to switch
between the saved channel (in the example,
BBC1) and the channel you were watching
before.
4 Press »EXIT« to quit the zap function.
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TV OPERATION – ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS------------You can find the following settings in the »Tools«
menu.

Sleep timer
In the »Sleep Timer« menu you can enter a time
for the television to switch off. After this time
has elapsed, the television switches to standby
mode.
1 Open the Tools menu with »TOOLS«.
2 Select the line »Sleep Timer« with »V« or
»Λ«.
3 Select the switch-off time with »<« or »>«.
Note:
7 Set

the function to »Off« with »<« or »>« to
switch it off.
4 Press »EXIT« to end the settings.

Zoom function
With this function, you can enlarge the picture
on the television.
1 Open the Tools menu with »TOOLS«.
2 Select the line »Zoom« with »V« or »Λ«.
3 Select zoom setting with »<« or »>« and
press »OK« to confirm.
– Image is enlarged as center-focused.
4 To navigate in the enlarged picture, press
»« (red) and move the screen with »<«,
»>«, »V« or »Λ«.
5 To return to the zoom menu, press »BACK
<«.
6 Press »EXIT« to end the settings.
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Changing the picture format
The television automatically switches to the 16:9
format if this format is detected via the Euro-AV
socket.
1 Open the Tools menu with »TOOLS«.
2 Select the line »Picture Format« with »V«
or »Λ«.
3 Select the picture format with »<« or »>«
and press »OK« to confirm.
4 Press »EXIT« to end the settings.
Note:
 You can choose between the following
picture formats.

7

»Auto« format
The picture format is automatically switched to
»16:9« for 16:9 programmes.
The picture format is automatically switched to
»4:3« for 4:3 programmes.
»16:9« and »14:9« formats
During programmes in 4:3 format, the picture
is stretched horizontally if »16:9« or »14:9« is
selected.
The picture geometry is stretched horizontally.
With actual 16:9 signal sources (from a set-top
box on the Euro-AV socket) the picture fills
the screen completely and with the correct
geometry.
»4:3« format
The picture is shown in 4:3 format.
»LetterBox« format
The letterbox setting is especially suitable for
programmes in 16:9.
The black borders which are usually at the top
and bottom of the screen are eliminated, 4:3
pictures fill the screen.
The transmitted pictures are enlarged, but are
slightly cropped at the top and bottom. The
picture geometry remains unchanged.

TV OPERATION – ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS------------»Subtitle« format
If you cannot read the subtitles which appear on
the bottom of the screen, then select »Subtitle«.
»Panorama« format
This setting is suited to films with a large width/
height ratio.
During programmes in 4:3 format the picture is
stretched horizontally if the »Panorama« function
is selected. The picture geometry is stretched
horizontally.
»Overscan« format
When this mode is selected, high defined
picture from HDMI inputs is not cropped and it
is displayed in its original size.This is only active
in HDMI mode and for resolutions at or above
720p.

Audio settings
1 Open the Tools menu with »TOOLS«.
2 Select the line »Sound Preset« with »V« or
»Λ«.
3 Select the audio setting by pressing »<« or
»>«.
– You can change the »User« audio setting;
see “Equalizer” on page 26.
4 Press »EXIT« to end the settings.

Picture settings
1 Open the Tools menu with »TOOLS«.
2 Select the line »Picture Mode« with »V« or
»Λ«.
3 Select the picture setting by pressing »<«
or »>«.
4 Press »EXIT« to end the settings.
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ELECTRONIC TV GUIDE---------------------------------------------------------------------------In the offline mode, the electronic programme
guide offers an overview of all programmes that
will be broadcast in the next week (for digital
stations only).
1 Press »GUIDE« to start Electronic TV guide.
– The Electronic TV guide displayed.
Notes:
Not all channels provide a detailed TV
guide.
7 Many

broadcasters supply the daily programme but no detailed descriptions.
7 There

are broadcasters which do not provide any information at all.
2 Select the channel with »V« or »Λ«.
7 

Note:
7 Press »P+« or »P-« to switch between the
channels in increments of 7n.
3 Switch to the information about the current
programme using »OK«.
Notes:
 The programme selected can be recorded
(if an external data medium is connected).
To do this select the push button »Record«
with »>« and confirm with »OK«. Confirm
the display with »OK«.
7 
To add the programme selected to the
reminder timer select the push button »Set
Reminder« with »>« and confirm with
»OK«. Confirm the display with »OK«.
4 Return to the programme overview with
»BACK <«.
7

5 Press »>« to select information on the next
programme and »<« to return to the information for the current programme.
Note:
 For additional options, refer to the user
guide on the screen.
6 Press »EXIT« to close the channel guide.
7
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TELETEXT MODE------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TOP text or FLOF text mode

Additional functions

1 Press »TXT« to switch to the Teletext mode.

Skipping the waiting time
While a page is being searched for, you can
switch to the television channel.

2 You can select teletext pages directly with
»1...0« or step by step with »V« or »Λ«.
To return to page 100, press »?«.
Note:
7 At

the bottom of the screen, you will see an
information line consisting of a red, green
and, depending on the channel, yellow and
blue text field. Your remote control has buttons with the corresponding colours.
3 Press »« (red) to scroll one page back.
4 Press »« (green) to scroll one page
forward.
5 Press »« (yellow) to select section.
6 Press »« (blue) to select topic.
7 Press »TXT« to exit the Teletext mode.

Normal text mode
1 Press »TXT« to switch to the Teletext mode.
2 You can select teletext pages directly with
»1...0«.
To return to page 100, press »?«.
3 Press »P-« to scroll one page back.
4 Press »P+« to scroll one page forward.
5 Press »TXT« to exit the Teletext mode.

1 Enter the teletext page number with »1…0«
and then press »6«.
– As soon as the page is found, the page
number is displayed.
2 Press »6« to switch to the teletext page.

Increasing character size
1 To enlarge the character size of a teletext
page, press »5« repeatedly.
Page stop
A multiple page may contain several subpages, which are automatically scrolled by the
transmitting station.
1 Stop the sub-pages with »3«.
2 Press »3« to quit the function.

Calling up a sub-page directly
If the selected teletext page contains further
pages, the number of the current sub-page as
well as the total number of pages is displayed.
1 Call up the sub-page with »

«.

2 Press »« (red) or »« (green) to select a
sub-page.
3 Press »

« to quit the function.

Reveal answer
Certain teletext pages contain ”hidden answers”
or information which can be called up.
1 Display information with »4«.
2 Conceal the information with »4«.

Splitting the screen (Split Screen)
With this function you can see the television
channel on the left and the teletext page on the
right.
1 To activate the split screen function, press
»7«.
– Television channel and teletext page appear side by side on the screen.
2 To deactivate the function, press »7«.
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USB OPERATION--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------File formats for USB operating
Your television can be operated via the USB
input with the following file formats:

Video data
Special codecs for video compression and
decompression provide more memory space
without compromising the picture quality
excessively.
Your television plays video files in the formats
XVID, H.264/MPEG-4 AVC (L4.1, 4 reference
pictures), MPEG-4, MPEG-2, MPEG-1, MJPEG
and MOV.
The following file name extensions are also
supported: “.avi”, “mkv”, “.mp4”, “.ts”, “.mov”,
“.mpg”, “.dat”, “.vob”,”.divx”. In addition to
video data, these files also contain audio data
compressed and "packaged" by using MP3,
AAC or Dolby Digital.
Format (codec) information is embedded within
the file content and may differ depending on
the file extension. “.avi”, “.mkv” or “.divx”
files containing divx codec within are not
playbacked.
Image data
Your television can display picture data in JPEG,
PNG and BMP formats.
JPEG stands for Joint Picture Experts Group. This
process is intended to compress picture files.
PNG and BMP standards are intended to
compress picture data without loss.
Picture files can be saved in a data storage
medium together with other file types.
Such files can be organized as folders and
subfolders.
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Audio data
Your television can play audio data coded with
MP3, AAC standards.
MP3 stands for MPEG-1 Volume Level 3 and is
based on the MPEG-1 standard developed by
MPEG (Motion Picture Expert Group).
AAC indicates the Advanced Audio Coding and
is developed by MPEG. AAC provides higher
audio quality with the same data rate (bit rate).
These formats enable audio files to be saved on
storage devices with a sound quality similar to
that of a CD.
File extensions supported by your device:
“.mp3”, “.mp2”, “.m4a”, “.aac”, “.wav”
MP3 files can be organised into folders and
subfolders similar to the files on a computer.

USB OPERATION--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Connecting external data media
It is advised to put the television on stand-by
mode with »8« before connecting the external
data medium. Connect the device and then
switch the television on again.
Before disconnecting the data medium, the
television must first be switched to standby,
otherwise files can be damaged.
Notes:
7 Devices such as external hard disk and
etc. that consume more power can only be
connected to the USB (HDD) interface of
the television.
7 If
 you are using a power cable for the
external hard disk that you have connected
to the USB (HDD) USB interface, then the
power cable of the external hard disk must
also be unplugged when the TV is turned
off.
7 You

must not disconnect the USB Device
from the TV while a file on the USB Device
is being read by the TV.
7 A
 bi-directional data transfer as defined for
ITE (Information Technology Equipment)
devices in EN 55022/EN 55024 is not
possible.
7 USB

transfer is not an operating mode in
itself. It is only an additional function.

1 Connect the USB (HDD) USB interface on
the television and the related data output
on the external device (external hard disk,
digital camera, card reader or MP3 player)
with a USB cable;

Removing the external data 
media
Before removing the external data medium, log
off the data medium.
1 Open the menu with »MENU«.
2 Select the menu item »Media Center« with
»V«, »Λ«, »<« or »>« and press »OK« to
confirm.
– »Media Player« menu is displayed.
3 Select the name of the data medium with
»V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
4 Select the »Media Options« with »TOOLS«.
5 Select the line »Disk Management« with
»V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
6 Select the line »Safely Remove Disk« with
»V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
7 Remove the data medium from the socket.
8 Press »EXIT« to end the setting.
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USB OPERATION--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The file browser

Settings in the USB setup menu

The file browser displays the video, audio and
picture data that the external data medium
provides.
If a data medium contains different file formats,
you can deactivate data (Video file, Audio file,
Picture file) you do not need for the playback
using a filter function.

Selecting the menu
1 Open the menu with »MENU«.

The main menu of the file browser

4 Select the »Media Options« with »TOOLS«.

3

2

1

Movie

Tuesday
xx xxx xxxx

Music

Photo

Moive

Note:
Additional operations are explained in the
following sections.

Selecting the display mode
1 Select the line »View Mode« with »V« or
»Λ«.

Music
Photo
Moive.avi
Movie.str

2 Press »<« or »>« to select the function.

Music.mp3

3 Press »EXIT« to end the setting.

Picture.jpg
Select All

3 Select the name of the data medium with
»V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.

7

Media Player > DISK1
All

2 Select the menu item »Media Center« with
»V«, »Λ«, »<« or »>« and press »OK« to
confirm.

TOOLS Media Options

Play

Navigation Between Items

4

Filter Type

5

1 Preview.
2 Data type.
3 Name of the data medium.
4 Folders on the data medium.
5 Menu navigation.
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BACK Back

Switching to automatic preview
If the automatic preview is switched on, you can
see the selected file in the main menu of the file
browser.
1 Select the line »Auto Preview« with »V« or
»Λ«.
2 Press »<« or »>« to switch the function
»On«.
3 Press »EXIT« to end the setting.

USB OPERATION--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Selecting the display duration of the
slide show
1 Select the line »Slide Show Interval« with
»V« or »Λ«.
2 Select the time (3, 5, 10 seconds) with »<«
or »>«.
3 Press »EXIT« to end the setting.

Subtitle settings
If the film has subtitles, you can turn on and off
this subtitle, change its size or colour.
1 Use »V« or »Λ« to select »Subtitle Auto Selection«, »Subtitle Size« or »Subtitle Color«.
2 Adjust with »<« or »>«.
3 Press »EXIT« to end the setting.
Note:
These adjustments can only be made for
external subtitle files. These adjustments
cannot be made in subtitles combined with
the movie.

7 
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USB OPERATION--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Playback basic functions
1 Open the menu with »MENU«.
2 Select the menu item »Media Center« with
»V«, »Λ«, »<« or »>« and press »OK« to
confirm.
– »Media Player« menu is displayed.
3 Select the name of the data medium »V« or
»Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
– Media Player menu of the selected external data medium is displayed.
4 Select the desired type (All, Movie, Music
or Photo) with »<« or »>« and press »OK«
to confirm.
5 Select the folder with »V« or »Λ« and
press »OK« to open it.
– A list of sub-directories appears.
Note:
7 Go

back to the previous folder with
»BACK <«.
6 Select the track or picture with »V« or »Λ«,
and press »8« to start playing.
Notes:
7 When

playing picture data, press »?« to
view information about the resolution and
the size.
7 For

playing MP3 data, information on the
album, track and singer is displayed at the
left of the menu.
7 When

playing picture data, press »?« to
switch on a control panel.
7 Press »!« to pause playback.
8 To resume playback press »8«.
9 Press »7« to end playback.
– The file browser appears.
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Notes:
7 
Use »BACK <« when you would like to
return to the last folder.
7 It is possible that some files that are supported in USB mode do not operate due to
some problems that may arise depending
on how such files are created (compression)
although they contain the supported file
extension.
7 If there are more then one audio sources
(audio stream) in the video files that are
being played, then you can switch between
the audio sources with the »
« while the
file is played in full screen mode.
7 Movies you will be watching from the movie
file only supports subtitles with .srt, .sub,
.ass, .ssa, .smi format. Names of the subtitle
and movie files must be the same. Otherwise, subtitle can not be displayed.

USB OPERATION--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Additional playback functions
Depending on the file formats used, the
following additional functions are possible.

Selecting partition on HD files
(only supported video files)
1 During playback, select the next chapter
with »>«.
2 During playback, select the previous chapter with »<«.

Selecting titles on HD files
(only supported video files)
1 During playback, select the next title with
»Λ«.
2 During playback, select the previous title
with »V«.

Playing selected tracks
Only play the marked tracks.
1 Select the track you want with »V« or »Λ«
and highlight with »« (yellow).
2 Select the track you want with »V« or »Λ«
and highlight with »« (yellow).
3 Start playback with »8«.
4 Press »7« to end playback.
Note:
To remove the highlighting, select the track
with »V« or »Λ« and remove the marking
with »« (yellow).

7 

Selecting a track or picture in steps
(SKIP)
1 During playback, select the next track/picture you want with »6«.
2 Select the previous track/picture with »5«.
– Playback begins with the track or picture
you selected.

Move to desired time
(only video files)
1 Press »OK« during playback.
2 Enter the time that you want to move to with
»1...0« and confirm with »OK«.

Searching forward
(only video and audio files)
You can select different speeds (2-fold, 4-fold,
8-fold, 16-fold and 32-fold forwards and
backwards).
1 During playback you can select playback
speed by pressing »3« or »4«.
2 To resume playback press »8«.

Turn the picture display
(only picture files)
The pictures can be rotated by 90°.
1 During playback, switch on the control
panel with »OK«.
« and press
2 Use »<« or »>« to select »
»OK«.
– The picture rotates 90° clockwise.

Repeat functions
Options:
– »One«, the selected track is repeated
once;
– »Sequence«, selected tracks are repeated
consecutively;
– »Random«, selected tracks are repeated
in a mixed order;
– »None«, repetition off.
1 Press »8« to start playback.
2 During playback, switch on the control
panel with »OK«.
3 Select » « with »<« or »>« and press
»OK« repeatedly.
– The repeat function will change.
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LANGUAGE SETTINGS----------------------------------------------------------------------------1 Open the menu with »MENU«.

Changing the subtitle language

2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.

(only for digital television channels)
You can disable subtitles, select subtitle
language and assign a secondary subtitle
language.

3 Select menu item »TV« with »<« or »>« and
press »V« to confirm.
– »TV« menu is active.
Settings > TV

Tuesday
xx xxx xxxx

Picture

Sound

Source

TV

Timer

2 Select the line »Subtitle Language« with
»V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.

Parental

Language & Keyboard
Accesibility Settings
Advanced
About

Change Area

BACK Back

1 Select the line »Language & Keyboard« with
»V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.

EXIT Exit

Note:
7 Additional

operations are explained in the
following sections.

Changing the menu language
1 Select the line »Language & Keyboard« with
»V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.

3 Select the subtitle language with »V« or
»Λ« and press »« (red) to set it as the
primary subtitle language or »« (green) to
set it as the secondary subtitle language.
– Primary and secondary languages appear on the upper of the menu.
4 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level or press »EXIT« to end the setting.

Changing the keyboard
language
You can select the language of the keyboard
connected to television.

2 Select the line »Menu Language« with »V«
or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.

1 Select the line »Language & Keyboard« with
»V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.

3 Select menu language with »V« or »Λ«
and press »OK« to confirm.

2 Select the line »Keyboard Language« with
»V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.

4 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level or press »EXIT« to end the setting.

3 Select the keyboard language with »V« or
»Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.

Changing the audio language

4 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level or press »EXIT« to end the setting.

(only for digital television channels)
You can define a primary and a secondary
audio language.
1 Select the line »Language & Keyboard« with
»V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
2 Select the line »Audio Language« with »V«
or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
3 Select the audio language with »V« or
»Λ« and press »« (red) to set it as the
primary audio language or »« (green) to
set it as the secondary audio language.
– Primary and secondary languages appear on the upper of the menu.
4 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level or press »EXIT« to end the setting.
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ACCESSIBLE FUNCTIONS---------------------------------------------------------------------1 Open the menu with »MENU«.
2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.
3 Select menu item »TV« with »<« or »>« and
press »V« to confirm.
– »TV« menu is active.

4 Select the line »Accessibility Settings« with
»V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
Settings > TV > Accessibility Settings

Picture

Sound

Per
19 Mar 2015

Source

Subtitle Mode
Audio Description
Audio Description Volume

Change Area

TV

Timer

Audio description is an additional audio
channel for people who are visually
handicapped. The activities, surroundings, scene
changes or the appearance, the gestures and
facial expressions of the actors are described.
This sound is transmitted at the same time as the
normal sound with digital television stations. This
depends on the programme being broadcast.
1 From the »Accessibility Settings« menu
use »V« or »Λ« to select the line »Audio
Description«.

Parental

Off

2 Select »Mixed« or »Headphone« with »<«
or »>«.

Mixed
20

BACK Back

Audio description (audio subtitles)

EXIT Exit

Note:
7 Additional

operations are explained in the
following sections.

3 Select the line »Audio Description Volume«
with »V« or »Λ« and use »<« or »>« to
adjust volume.
4 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level or press »EXIT« to end the setting.

Subtitle Mode
(only for digital television channels)
Subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing can
be switched on and off.
1 From the »Accessibility Settings« menu use
»V« or »Λ« to select the line »Subtitle
Mode«.
2 Set the preferred option »Off«, »Hard of
Hearing« or »Basic« with »<« or »>«.
3 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level or press »EXIT« to end the setting.
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ADVANCED SETTINGS-----------------------------------------------------------------------------1 Open menu with »MENU« button.

Store logo view

2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.

This function is intended for feature introduction
at stores. When »On« is selected, feature logos
are displayed.
1 From the »Advanced« menu use »V« or
»Λ« to select the line »Shop Logo Display«.

4 Select the line »Advanced« with »V« or
»Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.

2 Select »Yes« with »<« or »>«.

3 Select menu item »TV« with »<« or »>« and
press »V« to confirm.
– »TV« menu is active.

Settings > TV > Advanced

Picture

Tuesday
xx xxx xxxx

Sound

Auto Sleep
Show Logo Display
Power LED Backlight
Power Saving Mode

Change Area

Source

TV

Timer

Parental

4 Hours
No

Power LED brightness

Medium
Off

BACK Back

EXIT Exit

Note:
7 Additional

operations are explained in the
following sections.

Auto sleep
This function will turn the television to stand-by
mode in 4 hours depending on your setup,
unless the television receives any signal, or
keys or, according to European regulations, the
remote remains untouched for 5 minutes.
1 From the »Advanced« menu use »V« or
»Λ« to select the line »Auto Sleep«.
2 Select the switch-off time with »<« or »>«.
Note:
7 Set

the function to »Off« with »<« or »>« to
switch off.
3 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level or press »EXIT« to end the setting.
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Note:
7 Set the function to »No« with »
<« or »>« to
switch off.
3 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level or press »EXIT« to end the setting.

You can adjust power (stand-by) LED brightness
in operation mode of television.
1 From the »Advanced« menu use »V« or
»Λ« to select the line »Power LED Brightness«.
2 U
 se »<« or »>« to set the brightness to
»High«, »Medium« or »Low«.
3 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level or press »EXIT« to end the setting.

ADVANCED SETTINGS-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Power save mode
It ensures automatic shut off of screen in
Antenna, Cable, Satellite and radio channels
and USB mode when playing audio files.
1 From the »Advanced« menu use »V«
or »Λ« to select the line »Power Saving
Mode«.
2 P ress »<« or »>« to set shut off time of
display as »10 Seconds«, »30 Seconds«,
»60 Seconds«.
3 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level or press »EXIT« to end the setting.
Note:
If the screen closes while listening to music
in USB mode, press »MENU« and select
»Off« with »<« or »>« to close the feature.

7 
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TIMER FUNCTIONS--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 Open menu with »MENU« button.

On timer (Auto On)

2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.

In the On Timer menu, you can enter a switch-on
time for the television.
The television switches on with the preset volume
and the desired channel after the set time in
stand-by mode has elapsed.

3 Select menu item »Timer« with »<« or »>«
and press »V« to confirm.
– »Timer« menu is active.
Settings > Timer

Picture

1 Select the line »Auto On« with »V« or »Λ«
and press »OK« to confirm.

Tuesday
xx xxx xxxx

Sound

Sleep Timer

Source

TV

Timer

2 Select the line »Mode« with »V« or »Λ«
and use »<« or »>« to select when the
television should switch on.

Parental

Off

Auto On

3 Select the line »Input Source« with »V« or
»Λ« and use »<« or »>« to select the input
source.

Auto Off
Advenced

Change Area

BACK Back

EXIT Exit

Note:
7 Additional

operations are explained in the
following sections.

Sleep timer
In the »Sleep Timer« menu you can enter a time
for the television to switch off. After this time
has elapsed, the television switches to standby
mode.
1 Select the line »Sleep Timer« with »V« or
»Λ«.
2 Select the switch-off time with »<« or »>«.
Note:
7 To

switch off the function, use »<« or »>« to
set the switch-off time to »Off«.
3 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level or press »EXIT« to end the setting.
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4 Select the line »Service Type« with »V«
or »Λ« and use »<« or »>« to select the
preferred option (ATV, DTV or Radio).
5 Select the line »Channel« with »V« or »Λ«
and use »<« or »>« to select the preferred
channel.
Note:
The line »Channel« is only active when the
input signal currently in use has been set. If
no entry has been made, then the first channel of the selected input source will be used.

7 

6 Select the line »Volume« with »V« or »Λ«
and use »<« or »>« to set the volume.
7 Select the line »Set Hour« with »V« or »Λ«
and enter the time with »1…0«.
8 Press »« (blue) to save the setting.
9 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level or press »EXIT« to end the setting.

TIMER FUNCTIONS--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Off timer (Auto Off)
In the »Auto Off« menu, you can enter a switchoff time for the television. The television switches
to stand-by after the entered time has elapsed.
1 Select the line »Auto Off« with »V« or »Λ«
and press »OK« to confirm.
2 Select the line »Mode« with »V« or »Λ«
and use »<« or »>« to select when the
television should switch off.
3 Select the line »Set Hour« with »V« or »Λ«
and enter the time with »1…0«.
4 Press »« (blue) to save the setting.
5 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level or press »EXIT« to end the setting.
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PARENTAL SETTINGS--------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 Open menu with »MENU« button.
2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.
3 Select the menu item »Parental« with »>« or
»<« and press »OK« to confirm.
– »Parental« menu is displayed.
Settings > Parental

Picture

Tuesday
xx xxx xxxx

Soiund

Source

TV

Timer

Parental

Parental Guidance

Off

Menu Lock

Off

Keypad Lock

Off

Change PIN

Change Area

BACK Back

EXIT Exit

Note:
7 Additional

operations are explained in the
following sections.

Parental Guidance
There are movies with content or scenes which
are not suitable for children.
Certain programmes contain information which
identifies such content or scenes and have
been given an access level from 4 to 18. You
can select one of the access levels and thus
authorise the playback.
1 From the »Parental« menu use »V« or »Λ«
to select the line »Parental Guidance« and
press »<« or »>« to confirm.
2 Enter the PIN code »1234« with »1...0« in
the password prompt.
3 Select the access level with »<« or »>«.
4 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level or press »EXIT« to end the setting.
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Note:
When the TV is in review buffer mode, the
parental rating of the program in the live
broadcast is applied on the content being
watched (rather than the actual parental
rating of the content being watched). As
a result, a parental rated content being
watched in the review buffer mode will not
necessarily show as parental rated and
vice versa. This means that if parental rated
program starts in live broadcast the PIN-pop
up message will appear in review buffer, or
the PIN-pop up message will be dismissed in
review buffer as soon as a program without
parental rating starts in live broadcast.”

7

Locking the menus
By using this function, you can lock »Automatic
Channel Search«, »Manual Channel Search«
and »Channel Editor« menus as to be accessed
only when the PIN code is entered.
1 From the »Parental« menu use »V« or »Λ«
to select the line »Menu Lock« and press
»<« or »>« to confirm.
2 Enter the PIN code »1234« with »1...0« in
the password prompt.
3 Activate the lock with »<« or »>« (»On«).
Note:
7 To switch off the menu lock, use »
<« or »>«
to select the setting (»Off«).
4 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level or press »EXIT« to end the setting.

PARENTAL SETTINGS--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Blocking the multifunction
switch
When the key lock is activated, the multi function
switch on the television does not function.

Blocking a television channel
You can block individual television channels
which are not suitable for children using a
personal PIN code.

1 From the »Parental« menu use »V« or »Λ«
to select the line »Keypad Lock« and press
»<« or »>« to confirm.

1 Open menu with »MENU« button.

2 Enter the PIN code »1234« with »1...0« in
the password prompt.

3 Select the menu item »Source« with »>« or
»<« and press »OK« to confirm.

2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.

3 Activate (On) or deactivate (Off) the panel
lock with »<« or »>«.

4 Select the line »Channel Editor« with »V«
or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.

4 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level or press »EXIT« to end the setting.

5 Select the channel to be blocked with »V«,
»Λ«, »<« or »>« and highlight with »OK«.
–Channel is marked with »✔«.

Changing the PIN code
Instead of the default code »1234«, you can
enter a personal code.
Please take note of your personal code.
1 From the »Parental« menu use »V« or »Λ«
to select the line »Change PIN« and press
»OK« to confirm.
2 Enter the current PIN code »1234« with
»1...0«.
3 Enter your new four-digit personal PIN code
with »1...0«.
4 Reenter your personal PIN code with
»1...0«.
5 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level or press »EXIT« to end the setting.

6 Activade the »Tools« menu with »« (yellow).
7 Select the line »Channel Lock« with »V« or
»Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
8 Enter the PIN code »1234« with »1...0« in
the password prompt.
9 Confirm the entry with »OK«.
–Channel is marked with » «.
Note:
7 To remove the lock, select the channel
again with »V«, »Λ«, »<« or »>«, activade the »Tools« menu with »« (yellow),
select the line »Unlock Channel« with »V«
or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm
10 Press »EXIT« to end the setting.
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PARENTAL SETTINGS--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Watching a blocked television
channel
You can watch a TV channel blocked with PIN
code by selecting the TV channel and entering
the PIN code.
1 Select the blocked channel with »1…0« or
»P+«, »P–«.
2 Enter the PIN code »1234« with »1...0« in
the password prompt.
– Blocked channel can be viewed.
Note:
Channel will be blocked again when you
change the channel.

7 

Resetting PIN code
Use this function if you forget the PIN code.
1 From the »Parental« menu use »V« or »Λ«
to select the line »Change PIN« and press
»OK« to confirm.
2 Enter the PIN code »2 3 5 6« with »1...0«.
3 Enter your new four-digit personal PIN code
with »1...0«.
4 Reenter your personal PIN code with
»1...0«.
5 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level or press »EXIT« to end the setting.
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DATE AND TIME SETTINGS-----------------------------------------------------------------1 Open menu with »MENU« button.

Manual tuning

2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.

You can set the local time difference yourself
if the time is not detected or is not the same as
your local time.

3 Select the menu item »Timer« with »>« or
»<« and press »OK« to confirm.
– »Timer« menu is displayed.

4 Select the line »Advanced« with »V« or
»Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
Settings > Timer

Picture

Tuesday
xx xxx xxxx

Sound

Sleep Timer

Source

TV

Timer

Off

Auto Off
Date & Time

4 Adjust the time zone with »V« or »Λ« and
press »OK« to confirm.

Date & Time Set.

Change Area

AUTO
BACK Back

2 Select the option »Manual« with »<« or
»>«.
– »Time Zone« and »Daylight Saving« are
active.
3 Select the line »Time Zone« with »V« or
»Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
– The Time zone selection menu is displayed.

Parental

Auto On

Time Adjustment

1 From the »Advanced« menu use »V« or
»Λ« to select the line »Time Adjustment«.

EXIT Exit

Note:
7 Additional

operations are explained in the
following sections.

Auto tuning

5 Select the line »Daylight Saving« with »V«
or »Λ« and then select the option »AUTO«,
»Off« or »On« with »<« or »>«.
6 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level or press »EXIT« to end the setting.

The television automatically detects the local
difference to Greenwich Mean Time (the
selected channel provides a time signal).
1 From the »Advanced« menu use »V« or
»Λ« to select the line »Date & Time Set.«
and press »OK« to confirm.
2 Select the line »Mode« with »V« and then
select the option »AUTO« with »<« or »>«.
– Date and time are automatically updated;
3 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level or press »EXIT« to end the setting.
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SOFTWARE OF THE DEVICE---------------------------------------------------------------1 Open menu with »MENU« button.
2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.
3 Select the menu item »TV « with »>« or »<«
and press »OK« to confirm.

4 Select the line »About« with »V« or »Λ«
and press »OK« to confirm.
Settings > TV > Advanced
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Timer
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Product Info
TV Name
Software Updates
Restore Factory Defaults
Reset Chanel History
Country
Change Area

Other
BACK Back

EXIT Exit

Note:
7 Additional

operations are explained in the
following sections.

Product information
1 From the »About« menu use »V« or »Λ«
to select the line »Product Info« and press
»OK« to confirm.
– Software version information of the product is displayed.
2 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level or press »EXIT« to end the setting.

Software update (USB)
1 Plug the memory stick in one of the USB
sockets at the side of the television.
2 From the »About« menu use »V« or »Λ«
to select the line »Software Updates« and
press »OK« to confirm.
3 S
 elect the option »USB« with »V« or »Λ«
and press »OK« to confirm.
– The software on the USB memory stick is
installed.
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RESET FUNCTIONS---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 Open menu with »MENU« button.

Deleting channel history

2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.

This function allows you to delete channel
history stored in the Main menu.

4 Select the line »About« with »V« or »Λ«
and press »OK« to confirm.

1 From the »About« menu use »V« or »Λ« to
select the line »Reset Channel History« and
press »OK« to confirm.
– Warning screen will be displayed.

3 Select the menu item »TV« with »>« or »<«
and press »OK« to confirm.

Settings > TV > About

Picture

Tuesday
xx xxx xxxx

Sound

Source

TV

Timer

or

Parental

select push button »No« with »<« or »>« to  
to cancel the function.

Product Info
TV Name

Smart Inter@ctive 4...

Software Updates

3 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level or press »EXIT« to end the setting.

Restore Factory Defaults
Reset Chanel History
Country
Change Area

Other
BACK Back

2 Select push button »Yes« with »<« or »>« to
confirm the security query;

EXIT Exit

Note:
7 Additional

operations are explained in the
following sections.

Resetting the television to its
original state
This function enables you to delete the station
lists and all custom settings.
1 From the »About« menu use »V« or »Λ«
to select the line »Restore Factory Defaults«
and press »OK« to confirm.
– In a short while »Installation Guide« is
displayed.
2 Continue the settings as described in the
chapter on first installation and searching
for channels on page 20.
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USING EXTERNAL DEVICES--------------------------------------------------------------DIGI LINK
Your television is equipped
with DIGI LINK feature. This
feature utilizes CEC (Consumer
Electronics Control) protocol.
CEC allows you to make an
HDMI connection on sockets HDMI between
your TV and DVD player, STB or video recorder
and control such equipments with the remote
control of the television.
This feature must also be supported by the
device you will connect.
You television supports the following functions.
For detailed information about this function,
read user manual of the external device.

The Digi Link functions of the
television
Turning on external device from
standby mode
When you switch on your external device (e.g.
DVD player) from standby mode, your television
will be turned on from standby mode as well
and it will switch to the HDMI source that the
external device is connected to.
Depending on the features of the external
device (e.g. AV receiver) can start and your
television can stay on stand-by mode.
Selecting the HDMI source from the
television
When you switch on your external device
(e.g. DVD player), your television will switch
to the HDMI source that the external device is
connected to your TV should be open.
Selecting the menu language
When you select menu language on your TV,
menu language of the external device will
change as well (if your DVD player supports).
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Switching off the external device from
standby mode
After switching your television to standby, your
external device (e.g. DVD player) will also
switch to standby if it is switched on.
DIGI LINK is always active on your television.
Refer to the user manual of your external device
to learn how to activate this feature on it.
Searching and selecting the active external device
You can connect up to 11 devices that support
DIGILINK to this television.
1 Open the Tools menu with »TOOLS«.
2 Select the line »Digilink« with »V« or »Λ«
and press »OK« to confirm.
– Connected devices are searched and the
ones that are found are displayed on the
»Device List« menu.
3 Start device search with »« (blue).
– The devices found are shown in the menu.
4 Select the device that you want to control
with »V« or »Λ« and mark it with »OK«.
– If the selected device is connected to a
different source than the current one, you
will automatically switch to the source to
which the device is connected.

USING EXTERNAL DEVICES--------------------------------------------------------------Device Control

Switching the device to standby

You can determine how the remote control of
your television will control the external device.

This option switches the connected external
device to standby.

« and use »<« or »>« to select
1 Press »
either one from »HDMI1«, »HDMI2« and
press »OK« to confirm.

« and use »<« or »>« to select
1 Press »
either one from »HDMI1«, »HDMI2« and
press »OK« to confirm.

2 Open the menu with »MENU«.

2 Open the menu with »MENU«.

3 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.

3 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.

4 Select the menu item »Source« with »>« or
»<« and press »OK« to confirm.
Settings > Source

5 Select the line »Put device into standby«
with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
– The connected external device is switched
off.

Tuesday
xx xxx xxxx

Picture

Sound

Source

TV

Timer

Parental

Device

----

Remote Behavior

None

4 Select the menu item »Source« with »>« or
»<« and press »OK« to confirm.

Put device into standby

Change Area

Select

BACK Back

5 Select the line »Remote Behavior« with »V«
or »Λ«.
6 Select control type (»Pass-Through«, »Deck«
or »Zap«) with »<« or »>«.
Notes:
7 »Pass-Through«

is included in the menu as
an option that can be selected in every
device type. »Deck Control« and »Tuner
Control« options change depending on the
external device connected.
7 Apply

trial and error method to determine
the functions of the remote control buttons
for the selected control type.
7 Refer

to the user manual of the DIGILINK
compatible device for its functions.
7 Press »EXIT« to end the setting.
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USING EXTERNAL DEVICES--------------------------------------------------------------High definition – HD ready

Connection options
Which television socket(s) you connect your
external devices to depends on the sockets
the external device is equipped with and
the signals which are available.
7 Note that with many external devices
the resolution of the video signal must be
adapted to the input sockets on the television (check the external device’s instruction
manual). You can find out which values you
need to set by referring to the guidelines in
the section about connection options.
7 Do not connect any other equipment while
the device is switched on. Switch off the
other equipment as well before connecting
it.
7 Only plug the device into the mains socket
after you have connected the external
device.
7 

SERVICE

OPTIC
OUT

HDMI2(ARC)

HDMI1

USB
(HDD)

SATELLITE
13/18V
max.500mA

ANT-IN

Your television can playback high-definition
television signals (HDTV).
You can connect the input sources (HDTV settop box or High Definition DVD player) to the
HDMI socket (digital HDTV signal).
This ensures that you can view digital HDTV
programmes, even if they are copy-protected
(HDCP High Bandwidth Digital Content
Protection).
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USING EXTERNAL DEVICES--------------------------------------------------------------Connecting an external device

Headphones

With a digital audio/video signal
7 Suitable devices: Digital satellite receiver,
game console, BluRay player, DVD player/
recorder, set-top box, notebook, PC.
7 Video signal: digital image; definition: standard 576p; HDTV 720p, 1080i, 1080p.
7 Audio signal: digital sound (stereo, multichannel compression, uncompressed).
7 Channel position »HDMI1«, »HDMI2«.

Connecting headphones
1 Plug the headphone jack (3.5 mm ø jack
plug) into the headphone socket of the
television.

1 Connect the HDMI1, HDMI2 socket
on the television and the corresponding
HDMI socket on the external device using
a standard HDMI cable (digital video and
audio signal).

3 Select the menu item »Sound« with »>« or
»<« and press »V« to confirm.

Using a DVD recorder, DVD
player, video recorder or set-top
box
1 Switch on the video recorder, DVD player
or set-top box and select the function you
wish to use.
« and use »<« or »>« to select
2 Press »
input signal (»HDMI1«, »HDMI2«) and
press »OK« to confirm.

Selecting the volume for the headphones
1 Open the menu with »MENU«.
2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.

4 Select the line »Advanced« with »V« or
»Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
5 Select the line »Headphone Volume« with
»V« or »Λ«.
6 Adjust the volume with »<« or »>«.
7 Press »EXIT« to end the setting.
Note:
Prolonged listening at loud volumes with the
earphones can damage your hearing.

7 
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USING EXTERNAL DEVICES--------------------------------------------------------------Playing the audio signal via the
HiFi system
1 Connect the socket U on the television and
the corresponding socket on the hi-fi system
/ AV receiver using a adapter cable.
Note:
7 When

this function is activated, the hi-fi
system / AV receiver (connected to socket
U) transmits the audio signal.
2 Open the menu with »MENU«.
3 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.
4 Select the menu item »Sound« with »>« or
»<« and press »OK« to confirm.
– »Sound« menu is displayed.

5 Select the line »Advanced« with »V« or
»Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
6 Select the line »Audio Out« with »V« or
»Λ«.
7 Select the option »Fixed« or »Adjustable«
with »<« or »>«.
Notes:
If you select »Adjustable«, the volume can
be changed in the menu option » Audio
Out Volume«.
7 If
 you want to obtain the audio output only
from hi-fi system / AV receiver, select the
option »Off« in the line »TV Speaker with
»<« or »>«.
7 

8 Press »EXIT« to end the setting.

Manufactured under license from Dolby Laboratories.
Dolby, Dolby Audio and the double-D symbol are
trademarks of Dolby Laboratories.
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OPERATION WITH COMMON INTERFACE---------------------

What is common interface?
Common Interface (CI) is an interface for DVB
receivers.
7 
Encrypted channels can only be viewed with
a CA module suitable for the encryption
system and the corresponding smart card.
7 The

television set is equipped with a Common
Interface slot into which CA modules from
various providers can be inserted.
7 You

can insert the provider’s smart card
into the CA module in order to enable the
encrypted channels you want to see.
7 

Inserting the CA module
Note:
7 Switch

off the device before inserting the
CA module in the CI slot.
1 Insert the smart card into the CA module.
2 Insert the CA module with the smart card
into the CI slot on the television.
Notes:
To see which CA module is in the Common
Interface slot, go to the »CA - Module«
submenu.
7 When you insert a CA module into the CI
slot on the television for the first time, wait
a few moments until the television has registered the CA module.
7 

Access control for CA module
and smart cards
1 Open the menu with »MENU«.
2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.
3 Select the menu item »Source« with »>« or
»<« and press »V« to confirm.

4 Select the line »Advanced« with »V« or
»Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
5 Select the line »CA–Module« with »V« or
»Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
Notes:
This menu provides operating instructions
and – after you enter your PIN code – access to channels of the PAY-TV provider.
7 The

remaining settings are described in the
manuals for your CA module and smart
card.
7 The

CA modul is not supported in some
countries and regions. Please consult your
authorised dealer.
7 

6 Press »EXIT« to end the setting.
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SETTING FURTHER CHANNELS-----------------------------------------------------Searching for all digital channels
from a satellite automatically
New satellite channels are added or satellite
data is changed frequently. Therefore, we
recommend you to run auto search function from
time to time.
All transponders are scanned for new channels.
1 Open the menu with »MENU«.
2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.
3 Select the menu item »Source« with »>« or
»<« and press »V« to confirm.
– »Source« menu is active.
Settings > Source

Picture

Tuesday
xx xxx xxxx

Sound

Source

TV

Timer

Parental

Automatic Channel Search
Manual Channel Search
Channel Editor
Advanced

Change Area

BACK Back

EXIT Exit

4 Select the line »Automatic Channel Search«
with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
– Menu is displayed.
5 Select the option »Satellite (DVB-S/S2)«
with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
6 Confirm the push button »Continue« with
»« (blue).
7 Select the Channel Type.
Press »V« or »Λ« to select whether you
want to search for only digital channels
(Digital) or only radio channels (Radio) or
both (Digital + Radio) and press »OK« to
select and mark or unmark the »Digital«
and/or »Radio« items.
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8 Select Scan Mode.
To select whether you want to search for
only free digital television channels (Free),
only scrambled digital television channels
(Scrambled) or both (Free + Scrambled),
press »V« or »Λ« and press OK« to select
and mark or unmark the »Free« and/or
»Scrambled« items.
9 Press »« (red) to start searching.
Notes:
7 
When updating via the same satellites a
security query is displayed at the start of a
search.
7 
If the previously stored channels should
be retained in the channel list and the new
channels found be added to it, then press
»« (green).
7 
If »« (red) is pressed, the saved channels
will be deleted from the current channel list.
– The »Digital Searching« menu appears,
and the scan for TV channels begins.
– The search is complete as soon as the
message »Search is completed!« appears.
Note:
7 The search can be aborted with »EXIT«.
10 Switch to the Channel Editor with »«
(yellow);
or
press »EXIT« to end the setting.

SETTING FURTHER CHANNELS-----------------------------------------------------Searching for digital channels from a satellite manually
on a transponder
If a certain channel cannot be found with
automatic search, you can search it manually
by manual search function. You must enter all
parameters of the channel correctly. You can
obtain the current transponder information from
teletext page, satellite TV magazines or internet.
1 Open the menu with »MENU«.
2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.

Network Search
Select the network search with »<« or »>«
as »On« or »Off«.
7 Press »« (red) to start searching.
– The »Digital Searching« menu appears,
and the scan for TV channels begins.
– All channels found on the transponder are
shown. The new channels will be added
to the bottom of the channel table.
Note:
The search can be aborted with »EXIT«.

7 

8 Press »EXIT« to end the setting.

3 Select the menu item »Source« with »>« or
»<« and press »V« to confirm.
– »Source« menu is active.

4 Select the line »Manual Channel Search«
with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
5 Select the option »Satellite (DVB-S/S2)«
with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
6 Select the required option for manually
adjusting with »V« or »Λ«:
Service Type
Press »<« or »>« to select whether you
want to search for only television channels
(DTV), only radio channels (Radio) or both
(Radio+TV).
Scan Type
Press »<« or »>« to select whether you
want to search for only free digital television
channels (Free), only scrambled digital
television channels (Scrambled) or both
(Free + Scrambled).
Transponder
Enter the transponder frequency with
»1...0« in five digits.
Symbol Rate
Enter the transponder symbol rate
with »1...0« in five digits.
Polarization
Set the polarisation for the transponder to
»Horizontal« or »Vertical« using »<« or »>«.
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SETTING FURTHER CHANNELS-----------------------------------------------------Antenna settings and searching
for digital channels from a satellite automatically
Note:
7 The

following description about the LNB settings premise a substantial expertise about
the satellite systems. Ask your specialist
dealer.
1 Open the menu with »MENU«.
2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.
3 Select the menu item »Source« with »>« or
»<« and press »V« to confirm.
– »Source« menu is active.

4 Select the line »Automatic Channel Search«
with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
5 Select the option »Satellite (DVB-S/S2)«
with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
6 Select the line »Antenna Settings« with »V«
or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
– The »Antenna Settings« menu is displayed.
7 Select and set the required option for the
antenna settings with »V« or »Λ«:
Satellite
Press »OK« then select the required satellite with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
LNB Type
Press »OK« then select the required LNB
Type with »<« or »>«, enter the required
data and confirm with »« (green).
LNB Power
Set the LNB power to »Off«, »13/18V« or
»14/19V« depending on the LNB type by
using »<« or »>«.
LNB selection
Only necessary for »DiSEqC 1.0« see
chapter “Searching for antenna settings for
DiSEqC 1.0 and digital channels from a
satellite automatically”.
8 Exit the antenna settings with »« (blue).
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9 Select the Channel Type.
Press »V« or »Λ« to select whether you
want to search for only digital channels
(Digital) or only radio channels (Radio) or
both (Digital + Radio) and press »OK« to
select and mark or unmark the »Digital«
and/or »Radio« items.
10 Select Scan Mode.
To select whether you want to search for
only free digital television channels (Free),
only scrambled digital television channels
(Scrambled) or both (Free + Scrambled),
press »V« or »Λ« and press OK« to select
and mark or unmark the »Free« and/or
»Scrambled« items.
11 Press »« (red) to start searching.
Notes:
 When updating via the same satellites a
security query is displayed at the start of a
search.
7 
If the previously stored channels should
be retained in the channel list and the new
channels found be added to it, then press
»« (green).
7 
If »« (red) is pressed, the saved channels
will be deleted from the current channel list.
– The »Digital Searching« menu appears,
and the scan for TV channels begins.
– The search is complete as soon as the
message »Search is completed!« appears.
Note:
7 The

search can be aborted with »EXIT«.
7

12 Switch to the Channel Editor with »«
(yellow);
or
press »EXIT« to end the setting.

SETTING FURTHER CHANNELS-----------------------------------------------------Antenna settings, SCR system
and searching for digital channels from a satellite automatically
Notes:
7 Your

TV supports SCR system (Single Channel Router – EN 50494).
7 The

following description about the LNB settings premise a substantial expertise about
the satellite systems. Ask your specialist
dealer.
1 Open the menu with »MENU«.
2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.
3 Select the menu item »Source« with »>« or
»<« and press »V« to confirm.
– »Source« menu is active.

4 Select the line »Automatic Channel Search«
with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
5 Select the option »Satellite (DVB-S/S2)«
with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
6 Select the line »Antenna Settings« with »V«
or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
– The »Antenna Settings« menu is displayed.
7 Select and set the required option for the
antenna settings with »V« or »Λ«:
Satellite
Press »OK« then select the required satellite with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
LNB type
If your antenna system is equipped with a
single-cable system multiswitch, use the option »Grundig SCR«. Press »OK« and select
the »Grundig SCR« option with »<« or »>«.
Select the »LNB-Frequency High« line with
»V« and enter the frequency with »1...0«
in five digits.

Select the »LNB-Frequency Low« line with
»V« and enter the frequency with »1...0« in
five digits.
Confirm the settings with »« (green).
User band
Select the number of the antenna socket
used with »<« or »>«.
UB frequency (MHz)
Enter the required frequency for the selected
antenna socket with »1...0«.
Notes:
7 Use

installation equipment supported / suggested by your SCR Switch.
7 Other

users / receivers connected to the
system may be affected if the specified user
band number and frequency is changed
during installation.
7 User

band and user band frequency is
specified on the SCR switch used; and each
user / receiver must select a specified user
band and user band frequency.
7 With

SCR satellite system, auto search by
several users / receivers at the same time
may cause problems.
8 Exit the antenna settings with »« (blue).
9 Select the Channel Type.
Press »V« or »Λ« to select whether you
want to search for only digital channels
(Digital) or only radio channels (Radio) or
both (Digital + Radio) and press »OK« to
select and mark or unmark the »Digital«
and/or »Radio« items.
10 Select Scan Mode.
To select whether you want to search for
only free digital television channels (Free),
only scrambled digital television channels
(Scrambled) or both (Free + Scrambled),
press »V« or »Λ« and press OK« to select
and mark or unmark the »Free« and/or
»Scrambled« items.
11 Press »« (red) to start searching.
Notes:
 When updating via the same satellites a
security query is displayed at the start of a
search.

7
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SETTING FURTHER CHANNELS----------------------------------------------------- If the previously stored channels should
be retained in the channel list and the new
channels found be added to it, then press
»« (green).
7 
If »« (red) is pressed, the saved channels
will be deleted from the current channel list.
– The »Digital Searching« menu appears,
and the scan for TV channels begins.
– The search is complete as soon as the
message »Search is completed!« appears.
Note:
7 The

search can be aborted with »EXIT«.
7

12 Switch to the Channel Editor with »«
(yellow);
or
press »EXIT« to end the setting.

Antenna settings for DiSEqC 1.0
and searching digital channels
from a satellite automatically
Note:
7 The following description about the LNB settings premise a substantial expertise about
the satellite systems. Ask your specialist
dealer.
1 Open the menu with »MENU«.
2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.
3 Select the menu item »Source« with »>« or
»<« and press »V« to confirm.
– »Source« menu is active.

4 Select the line »Automatic Channel Search«
with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
5 Select the option »Satellite (DVB-S/S2)«
with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
6 Select the line »Antenna Settings« with »V«
or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
– The »Antenna Settings« menu is displayed.
7 Select and set the required option for the
antenna settings with »V« or »Λ«:
Satellite
Press »OK« then select the required satellite with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
LNB Type
Press »OK« then select the required LNB
Type with »<« or »>«, enter the required
data and confirm with »« (green).
LNB Power
Set the LNB power to »Off«, »13/18V« or
»14/19V« depending on the LNB type by
using »<« or »>«.
LNB selection
See DISEqC mode.
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SETTING FURTHER CHANNELS-----------------------------------------------------DISEqC Mode
Based on the number of current satellite system, select the option »Off« »DiSEqC 1.0«
with »<« or »>«.
– »Off«: For satellite systems with single
antenna.
–»DiSEqC 1.0« switch allows for receiving
from maximum four satellites at the same
time.
From »LNB Selection« use »<« or »>
to make the »1/4«, »2/4«, »3/4« or
»4/4« selection for the satellite that
corresponds to relevant DiSEqC positions.
8 Exit the antenna settings with »« (blue).
9 Select the Channel Type.
Press »V« or »Λ« to select whether you
want to search for only digital channels
(Digital) or only radio channels (Radio) or
both (Digital + Radio) and press »OK« to
select and mark or unmark the »Digital«
and/or »Radio« items.

 If »« (red) is pressed, the saved channels
will be deleted from the current channel list.
– The »Digital Searching« menu appears,
and the scan for TV channels begins.
– The search is complete as soon as the
message »Search is completed!« appears.
Note:
7 The search can be aborted with »EXIT«.
7

12 Switch to the Channel Editor with »«
(yellow);
or
press »EXIT« to end the setting.
Note:
 Repeat the procedure from point 1 for the
settings of the second satellite or any others.
These channels will be added to the bottom
of the channel table.

7

10 Select Scan Mode.
To select whether you want to search for
only free digital television channels (Free),
only scrambled digital television channels
(Scrambled) or both (Free + Scrambled),
press »V« or »Λ« and press OK« to select
and mark or unmark the »Free« and/or
»Scrambled« items.
11 Press »« (red) to start searching.
Notes:
 When updating via the same satellites a
security query is displayed at the start of a
search.
7 
If the previously stored channels should
be retained in the channel list and the new
channels found be added to it, then press
»« (green).
7
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SETTING FURTHER CHANNELS-----------------------------------------------------Searching for digital channels
from the cable provider automatically
1 Open the menu with »MENU«.
2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.
3 Select the menu item »Source« with »>« or
»<« and press »V« to confirm.
– »Source« menu is active.

4 Select the line »Automatic Channel Search«
with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
5 Select the option »Cable (DVB-C)« with
»V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
– »Automatic Channel Search« menu is
displayed.
Settings > Source > Automatic Channel Search
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6 Select the line »Scan Type« with »Λ« or
»V« and select the option »Quick« or »Full«
scan type with »<« or »>«.
– »Quick« scanning function sets the channels according to the cable operator
information in the broadcasting signal.
Network ID« performs the installation that
is suitable to your network. If you know
the Network ID, please enter it. If you do
not know the Network ID, please select
»Auto« for »Frequency« and »Network
ID«.
– If scanning cannot be performed with
»Quick« option, select »Full«. All current
channels are tuned and stored in »Full«
scanning. This scanning process can take
a long time. This option is recommended
if your cable operator does not support
quick scanning function.
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Note:
7 You can speed up the search. To do this,
frequency and network ID information are
required. You may get this data from your
cable operator or find it in the Internet
forums.
7 Confirm the »Continue« with »« (blue).
Note:
 Select whether to search for digital or
analogue TV channels. To do this press
»V« or »Λ« to select the option »Digital«
or »Analog« and press »OK« to remove or
apply the “small tick”.
8 Press »« (red) to start searching.
7

Notes:
 When updating via the same satellites a
security query is displayed at the start of a
search.
7 
If the previously stored channels should
be retained in the channel list and the new
channels found be added to it, then press
»« (green).
7 
If »« (red) is pressed, the saved channels
will be deleted from the current channel list.
– The »Digital Searching« menu appears,
and the scan for TV channels begins.
– The search is complete as soon as the
message »Search is completed!« appears.
Note:
7 The search can be aborted with »EXIT«.
7

9 Switch to the Channel Editor with »«
(yellow) ;
or
press »EXIT« to end the setting.

SETTING FURTHER CHANNELS-----------------------------------------------------Searching for digital channels
from the cable provider manually

Searching for digital terrestrial
TV channels automatically

1 Open the menu with »MENU«.

2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.

2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.
3 Select the menu item »Source« with »>« or
»<« and press »V« to confirm.
– »Source« menu is active.

4 Select the line »Manual Channel Search«
with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
5 Select the option »Cable (DVB-C)« with
»V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
6 Select whether to search for digital or analogue TV channels.
To to this press »V« or »Λ« to select the
option »Digital« or »Analogue« and confirm
with »OK«.
7 With »V« select »Frequency (MHz)«
and enter frequency (4-digit) directly with
»1...0«; search will start.
–The search is finished when the channels
found appear in the list.
8 Press »EXIT« to end the setting.

1 Open the menu with »MENU«.

3 Select the menu item »Source« with »>« or
»<« and press »V« to confirm.
– »Source« menu is active.

4 Select the line »Advanced« with »V« or
»Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
5 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level.
6 Select the line »Automatic Channel Search«
with »Λ« or »V« and press »OK« to
confirm.
7 Select the option »Air (DVB-T/T2)« with
»Λ« or »V« and press »OK« to confirm.
8 Select whether to search for digital or analogue TV channels.
To to this press »Λ« oder »V«  to select the
option »Digital« or »Analogue« and confirm
with »OK«.
9 Press »« (red) to start searching.
Notes:
 When updating via the same satellites a
security query is displayed at the start of a
search.
7 
If the previously stored channels should
be retained in the channel list and the new
channels found be added to it, then press
»« (green).
7
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SETTING FURTHER CHANNELS----------------------------------------------------- If »« (red) is pressed, the saved channels
will be deleted from the current channel list.
– The »Digital Searching« menu appears,
and the scan for TV channels begins.
– The search is complete as soon as the
message »Search is completed!« appears.

7

Note:
The search can be aborted with »EXIT«.
10 Switch to the Channel Editor with »«
(yellow) ;
7 

or
press »EXIT« to end the setting.

Searching for digital terrestrial
TV channels manually
1 Open the menu with »MENU«.
2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.
3 Select the menu item »Source« with »>« or
»<« and press »V« to confirm.
– »Source« menu is active.

4 Select the line »Advanced« with »V« or
»Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
5 Press »BACK <« to go back one menu
level.
6 Select the line »Manual Channel Search«
with »Λ« or »V« and press »OK« to
confirm.
7 Select the option »Air« with »Λ« or »V«
and press »OK« to confirm
– »Manual Channel Search« menu is displayed.
8 Select whether to search for digital or analogue TV channels.
To to this press »Λ« or »V« to select the
option »Digital« or »Analogue« and confirm
with »OK«.
9 Enter frequency (3-digit) directly with
»1...0«.
– Search will start.
–The search is finished when the channels
found appear in the list.
10 Press »EXIT« to end the setting.
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SETTING FURTHER CHANNELS-----------------------------------------------------Automatic service update
If this function is activated, possible changes of
network operators are updated automatically.
The unit must be located in stand-by mode.
This updating affects all types of reception terrestrial, cable and satellite.
1 Open the menu with »MENU«.
2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.
3 Select the menu item »Source« with »>« or
»<« and press »V« to confirm.
– »Source« menu is active.

4 Select the line »Advanced« with »V« or
»Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
5 Select the line »Automatic Service Update«
with »V« or »Λ« and select the automatic
update with »<« or »>« (»On«).
6 Press »EXIT« to end the setting.

Tuning analogue television 
channels
This setting is only necessary if you cannot
receive any digital channels and you have not
carried out an analogue search during initial
setup.
The television channel can be set directly or
using the search.

Setting all analogue television channels
The analogue television stations are listed in the
channel list after the digital television stations.
Note:
7 Plug the rooftop antenna cable (for analogue television stations) into the ANT IN
socket on the television.
1 Open the menu with »MENU«.
2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.
3 Select the menu item »Source« with »>« or
»<« and press »V« to confirm.
– »Source« menu is active.

4 Select the line »Automatic Channel Search«
with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
5 Select the option »Air (DVB-T/T2)« or
»Cable (DVB-C)« with »V« or »Λ« and
confirm the source you are receiving analog
broadcast from by pressing »OK«.
6 Select the option »Digital« with »V« or
»Λ« and press »OK« to remove the small
tick.
7 Press »« (red) to start searching.
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SETTING FURTHER CHANNELS-----------------------------------------------------Notes:
7 After

starting the scan, a security query will
appear. Press »« (green) to confirm the
option »Yes«.
– All channel and favourites lists for the
analogue channels will be deleted and
compiled new.
– The »Analog Searching« menu appears,
and the scan for TV channels begins.
Depending on the number of television
channels received, this can easily take a
few minutes.
– The search is complete as soon as the
»Search is completed!« appears.
Note:
7 The

search can be ended prematurely with
»EXIT«.
8 Press »« (yellow) to switch to the Channel Editor;
or
press »EXIT« to end the setting.

Tuning the analogue television channels
by entering the channel numbers
1 Open the menu with »MENU«.
2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.
3 Select the menu item »Source« with »>« or
»<« and press »V« to confirm.
– »Source« menu is active.

4 Select the line »Manual Channel Search«
with »V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to
confirm.
5 Select the option  »Air (DVB-T/T2)« or
»Cable (DVB-C)« with »V« or »Λ« and
confirm the source you are receiving analog
broadcast from by pressing »OK«.
6 Select the option »Analog« with »V« or
»Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
– Menu is displayed.
7 Select the line »Program No« with »V«
or »Λ« and press »<«, »>« or »1…0« to
select the preset.
8 Select the line »Band« with »V« or »Λ«. To
select »S« (special channel) or »C« (channel) options press »<« or »>«.
9 Select the line »Channel« with »V« or »Λ«.
To enter the channel number step by step,
press »<« or »>« or enter it directly with
»1…0« or
start a automatic scan with »« (green) or
»« (yellow).
Note:
7 »The current system is displayed in the
»System«. If the colour and/or sound is not
functioning correctly, select »System« with
»V« or »Λ. Select the required setting with
»<« or »>«.
7When fine tuning is required, select »Fine
Tuning« with »V« or »Λ« and tune with
»<« or »>«.
10 To save the setting press »« (blue).
Note:
To set other television channels, repeat
steps from 7 to 10.

7 

11 Press »EXIT« to end the setting.
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SETTING FURTHER CHANNELS-----------------------------------------------------Changing stored analogue 
channels
If channels were stored with the automatic
channel search during the tuning of the
television channels, you can delete them. You
can also change or enter the name of a channel
and skip a channel.

Selecting channel lists
1 Open the menu with »MENU«.
2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.
3 Select the menu item »Source« with »>« or
»<« and press »V« to confirm.
– »Source« menu is active.

4 Select the line »Channel Editor« with »V«
or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
– »Channel Editor« menu is displayed.
Note:
Additional operations are explained in the
following sections.

7 

Deleting channels
1 In the »Channel Editor« menu, select the
channel(s) you want to delete with »V«,
»Λ«, »<« or »>«, and highlight the television channel by pressing »OK«.
–Channel is marked with »✔«.

Entering the analog channel names
(maximum 8 characters)
1 In the »Channel Editor« menu, select the
channel you want to rename with »V«,
»Λ«, »<« or »>«, and highlight it by pressing »OK«.
– Channel is marked with »✔«.
2 Activade the »Tools« menu with »« (yellow).
3 Select the line »Rename« with »V « or »Λ«
and press »OK« to confirm.
4 Delete the current channel name step-bystep with »« (red).
5 Select the required character with »V«,
»Λ«, »<« or »>« and move to the next
character with »OK«.
– Using »Shift« ➡ »OK«, you can switch
between uppercase letters / numbers and
lowercase letters / special characters.
– Select »Del« to delete the character
entered and press »OK« to confirm.
6 Confirm the channel name with »«
(green).
Note:
To enter other channel names, repeat steps
1 to 6.

7 

Note:
7 
If several TV channels are to be deleted,
press »V «, »Λ«, »<« or »>« to select
these and mark each one with »OK«.
2 Activade the »Tools« menu with »« (yellow).
3 Select the line »Delete« with »V « or »Λ«
and press »OK« to confirm.
4 To confirm deletion process, select the option »OK« with »<« or »>« and press »OK«
to confirm;
or
to cancel deletion process, select the option
»No« with »<« or »>« and press »OK« to
confirm.
5 Press »EXIT« to close the menu.
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SETTING FURTHER CHANNELS-----------------------------------------------------Creating a list of favourites - analog
channels
You can select your favourite channels and save
them in up to four lists (FAV1 to FAV4).
1 In the »Channel Editor« menu, select the
channel(s) you want to add in the favorites list with »V«, »Λ«, »<« or »>«, and
highlight the television channel by pressing
»OK«.
–Channel is marked with »✔«.
2 Activade the »Tools« menu with »« (yellow).
3 Select the line »Add To Fav.« with »V « or
»Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
–»Add to Fav.« menu is displayed.
4 Select the favorite list you want to add the
selected channels with »V « or »Λ« and
store with »OK«.
– The channels are marked in the Channel
Editor with »❶«, »❷«, »❸« or »❹«.
– You can add the same channel in more
than one favourites list.
– Each favourite list can contain maximum
255 channels.
Notes:
7 You

can delete channels from the favourites list. Press »« (yellow), select the
favorites list the channel is in with »V« or
»Λ« and press »OK« to confirm. Select the
channel(s) you want to delete with »V«,
»Λ«, »<« or »>«, and highlight the channel
by pressing »OK«.
Press »« (yellow) and select the line
»Remove from Fav.« with »V« or »Λ« and
confirm with »OK«. The channel you have
selected is now deleted from the favorites
list.
7 When

a channel stored in the favourite
channel list is deleted channel order in the
favourite list is updated.
5 Press »EXIT« to close the menu.
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Displaying signal information
(only for digital television channels)
1 Open the menu with »MENU«.
2 Select menu item »Settings« with »V«, »Λ«,
»<« or »>« and press »OK« to confirm.
3 Select the menu item »Source« with »>« or
»<« and press »V« to confirm.
– »Source« menu is active.

4 Select the line »Advanced« with »V« or
»Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
5 Select the line »Signal Information« with
»V« or »Λ« and press »OK« to confirm.
– »Signal Information« menu is displayed.
Notes:
Signal information changes depending on
the current source.
7 
T he more »Frequency« and »Signal
Strength« bar stretches to the right, the more
signal you have.
7 
T he signal level not only depends on your
receiver system, but also on the channel
which is currently active. Remember this
when aligning your antenna using the
signal level display.
7 

6 Press »EXIT« to close the menu.

INFORMATION-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Service information for dealers

Disposing of the packaging

The product complies with the
following EU directives and
regulations:
2006/95/EC: Directive on
the harmonisation of the laws
of Member States relating to designed for use
within certain voltage limits.
2004/108/EC: Directive relating to  electromagnetic compatibility.
2009/125/EC: Ecodesign requirements
for energy-using products;
Implementing Reg (EC) No 642/2009:
Ecodesingn requirements for Televisions;
Implementing Reg (EC) No 278/2009:
Ecodesingn requirements for no-load condition
electric power consuption and average active
efficiency of external power supplies. (for models with AC/DC external adaptor)
2010/30/EU: Directive on the indication by
labelling and standard product information of
the consumption of energy and other resources
by energy-related products;
Supplementing Reg (EC) No 1062/2010 Energy Labelling of televisions.
2011/65/EU: Restriction of the use of certain
hazardous substances in electrical and
electronic equipment.

The packing materials are dangerous for children. Keep the packing materials out of the
reach of children.
The packing of your product is manufactured
from recyclable materials. Dispose by classifying
in accordance with waste instructions. Do not
dispose along with normal household waste.

Environmental note
This product has been made
from high-quality parts and
materials which can be re-used
and recycled.
Therefore, do not dispose of the product along
with normal household waste at the end of its
service life. Take it to a collection point for the
recycling of electrical and electronic equipment.
Dispose of the used device at a collection point
for electrical and electronic equipment. The
symbol on the product, in the operating manual
or on the packaging indicates that recycling is
possible.
Information on collection points is available from
your local authorities.
Help protect the environment by recycling used
products.

Cleaning the TV set
Pull the power cord out of the mains socket.
Clean the appliance with a damp cloth and
a mild detergent. Do not use any detergents
containing alcohol, spirit, ammonia or scouring
agent.
Use a damp, soft cloth to clean the screen. Do
not use water with soap or detergent.

Explanation of the symbols
which may be present on back
side of the television set
Class II or Double insulation.
Television set doesn’t require
connection to electrical earth
(ground).
Alternating current. The set
works only with AC line
voltage in your household
electricity.
Direct current. The set works
only with AC/DC adapter.
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INFORMATION-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Troubleshooting
If the remedies given below do not work, please consult an authorised GRUNDIG dealer. Please
bear in mind that malfunctions can also be caused by external devices such as video recorders or
satellite receivers.
Problem

Possible cause

Remedy

Screen lit (snow), but no
station

Antenna cable

Is the antenna cable connected?

No TV station programmed

Start a station search

Poor picture contrast

Picture settings incorrectly set

Adjust the brightness, contrast or
colour setting

Problem at station

Test with a different station

Interference to picture
and/or sound

Interference from other devices

Change the position of the device

Ghosting, reflection

Channel setting

Automatic or manual channel setting/fine tuning

Antenna

Have antenna cable or system
checked

Colour intensity at maximum

Turn up the colour

TV standard setting (if setting option is available)

Select the correct colour standard

No colour

Problem at station

Test with an another channel

Picture but no sound

Volume set to minimum

Turn up or switch on the volume

Teletext missing or faulty

Problem at station

Test with an another channel

Television station ( has no teletext) or antenna system

Test another channel for fine tuning and ghosts

Station signal too weak

Check the antenna system

No optical connection

Point the remote control at the
television set

Remote control batteries

Check the batteries, change if
necessary

Operating condition undefined

Switch off the television with the
main power button for approximately 2 minutes

Incorrect setting for picture resolution and picture frequency on
the PC

Change the setting on the PC (for
example, picture resolution 1280
x 768, picture frequency 60Hz)

Remote control does not
work

Picture is dark in PC mode
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GLOSSARY-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Depending on the television model.

connection.

Backlight
Manual setting for back lighting (only active if
dynamic back lighting is switched to “OFF”).
This setting also directly impacts power
consumption.

DVB-S
DVB-S (Digital Video Broadcasting – Satellite)
is the name given to broadcasting DVB signals
via satellite.

Block Noise Reduction
This function can only be selected with digital
reception sources and AV presets. It reduces any
interference from artefacts (pixel blocks) from
digital programmes due to MPEG compression
(such as from DVB-T receivers and lower
transmission rates or DVD players).
Boot loader version
Boot loader is a software application that
is loaded by the device firmware from a
bootcapable medium and then executed. The
boot loader then loads further parts of the
operating
system.
Common Interface
Interface for a DVB receiver. Encrypted channels
can only be viewed with a CA module suitable
for the encryption system and in conjunction
with the corresponding smart card.
Digilink
This function uses the CEC (Consumer
Electronics Control) protocol.
CEC allows external devices connected to the
HDMI sockets with an HDMI cable (e.g. DVD
player) to be operated with a remote control.
DiSEqC
DiSEqC (Digital Satellite Equipment Control) is
a digital system for controlling complex satellite
systems with a motor or several LNBs.
DiSEqC is necessary if two or more satellite
positions need to be controlled.

DVB-T
DVB-T (Digital Video Broadcasting – Terrestrial)
is a variation of DVB which is used for
transmitting digital radio and television signals
via a cable connection.
Dynamic Contrast
The function dynamically and optimally adjusts
the contrast for the respective picture content
by analysing images and then altering this
depending in a change in contrast. This increase
the contract, however may also reduce the
visible brightness levels in the picture.
Film mode
Detects and processes feature films
automatically for all channel sources. This
means you will always receive an optimal
picture.
This functions in the modi 480i, 576i and 1080i
in TV playback and for other channel sources.
If the »Film mode« is switched on for
programmes without a feature film signal, minor
problems such as picture freeze, defective
subtitles or fine lines in the picture could occur.
Firmware version
Firmware is the term used for software
that is embedded in a programmed chip
(microcontroller). It is mostly stored in a flash
memory, an EPROM or an EEPROM. The
firmware contains functions for controlling the
device.

DVB-C
DVB-C (Digital Video Broadcasting – Cable)
and the successor DVB-C2 standard are
variations of DVB which is used for transmitting
digital radio and television signals via a cable
ENGLISH
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GLOSSARY-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Gamma
This setting establishes which brightness
value should be displayed for which digital
transmission value. Most recordings are
transmitted with a gamma value of 2.2 (all
Windows PCs and newer PCs with a MAC
operating system work with this, older MAC
systems and transmissions without colour profile
mostly operate with a gamma value of 1.8).

MEMC
Improves the display of moving images through
the additional computation of intermediate
pictures and is only available for devices from
32”. It is displayed with a PPR of 400 (Picture
Perfection Rate). If the adjustment value is
too high, this may result in ghosting with poor
transmission due to the incorrect computation of
the intermediate pictures.

Hardware version
Hardware in this context means the device.
This includes all components such as processor,
display, etc.

MP3
MP3 is the abbreviation for MPEG-1 Level 3
and is based on the MPEG-1 standard, which
was developed by the MPEG (Motion Picture
Expert Group).

HD
High Definition Television is a general term for
a range of television standards which feature
increased vertical, horizontal or temporal
resolution.
Full HD is a feature of an HDTV capable
device which is able to output or record an HD
resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels.
JPEG
JPEG stands for Joint Picture Experts Group. It
denotes a process for compressing picture files.
LNB
Low Noise Block is located in the centre of a
parabolic antenna.
It converts the satellite frequency from, for
example, 10.7 to 11.75 or 11.8 to 12.75 GHz
to the 950-2150 MHz range, thereby enabling
the cable transmission using a coaxial cable
and more recently also with optical fibre and
reception with a satellite receiver.
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Nois Reduction
Reduces the visible snow by displaying the
picture a little less sharply and creating a slight
blurring. Should therefore be used minimally
with good picture material.
Perfect Clear
Improves the general image by means of a
gentle blue hue (giving the appearance of
greater sharpness) and improves the black level
by setting this entirely to black from specific
shade of back. This reduces the visible grey
values in the dark areas of the picture.
SCR (Single Channel Router)
Unrestricted single cable system.
If your antenna system is equipped with a single
cable multi-switch, the televisions which are
connected to this antenna system can receive
television channels independently from one
another.

GLOSSARY-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Symbolrate
This is the number of transmitted symbols in the
digital transmission technology per time unit
Transponder
A transponder receives data on a satellite and
then transmits it again. For example, an earth
station can transmit data signals for television
channels to a geostationary satellite, which
sends this back to earth. Any suitable satellite
antenna with visual contact to the satellite can
receive the signal.
UHD TV
Ultra High Definition Television (UHDTV or Ultra
HDTV) and Ultra High Definition Video (UHDV)
are a digital video format which includes two
picture resolutions (4K and 8K). Resolution:
3840 × 2160 (UHD-1) or 7680 × 4320 pixels
(UHD-2).
Vibrant Colour
Increases the colour contrast and the contrast
adjustment. This setting is mostly too strong for
use with normal pictures and should only be
used where necessary (low or off) otherwise
nuances in the image can be suppressed.
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INDEX---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A

channels.....71

Access control for CA module and smart
cards.....58
Accessible Functions.....42
Adjusting the volume.....29
Advanced picture settings.....25
Advanced Settings.....43
Arrange Initial set-up.....18
Audio data.....35
Audio description (audio subtitles).....42
Audio language.....30
Audio settings.....32
Automatic service update.....68
Automatic volume.....28
Auto sleep.....43
Auto tuning.....50

D

B
Blocking a television channel.....48
Blocking the multifunction switch.....48
C
Calling up a sub-page directly.....34
Changing stored analogue
channels.....70
Changing the audio language.....41
Changing the Channel Editor for the digital
channels.....21
Changing the keyboard
language.....41
Changing the menu language.....41
Changing the picture format.....31
Changing the PIN code.....48
Changing the subtitle language.....41
Cleaning the TV set.....72
Concluding the settings.....26, 28
Connecting an external device.....56
Connecting external data media.....36
Connecting headphones.....56
Connecting the antenna and power cord.....10
Connection options.....55
Connections on the television set.....13
Control buttons on the TV.....13
Control elements.....13
Creating a list of favourites.....23
Creating a list of favourites - analog
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Date and Time Settings.....50
Deleting channel history.....52
Deleting channels.....70
Deleting channels in the Channel
Editor.....22
Device Control.....54
Displaying channels in the Channel Editor by
antenna type.....22
Displaying information.....29
Displaying signal information.....71
Disposing of the packaging.....72
E
Electronic TV Guide.....33
Entering the analog channel names (maximum 8
characters).....70
Enter own names for the favourites lists (max. 7
characters).....24
Environmental note.....72
Equalizer.....27
Explanation of the symbols which may be
present on back side of the television set.....72
G
General information.....7
GRUNDIG SCR System.....7
H
Headphones.....56
High definition – HD ready.....55
I
Image data.....35
Important notes on environmental protection.....8
Increasing character size.....34
Initial set-up.....16
Inserting batteries in the remote control.....12
Inserting the CA module.....58
L
Language settings.....41
LNB Settings.....61
Locking the menus.....47
M

INDEX---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Manual tuning.....50
Move to desired time.....40
Moving the channels in the channel organizer to
different channel positions.....22
Muting.....29
N
Night Mode.....27
Normal text mode.....34
Notes on still images.....8
O
Off timer (Auto Off).....46
On timer (Auto On).....45
Opening the Programme Table.....21
Operation with common interface.....58
Overview.....13
P
Packing contents.....9
Page stop.....34
Parental Guidance.....47
Parental Settings.....47
Picture settings.....25, 32
Playback basic functions.....39
Playing selected tracks.....40
Playing the audio signal via the HiFi
system.....57
Power LED brightness.....43
Power save mode.....43, 44
Preparing for mounting on the VESA
bracket.....11
Product information.....51
R
Receiving digital stations.....7
Remote control - all functions.....14, 15
Removing the external data
media.....36
Renaming AV channels.....24
Repeat functions.....40
Reset Functions.....52
Resetting PIN code.....49
Resetting the television to its original state.....52
Restore default settings.....26, 28
Reveal answer.....34

S
Searching and selecting the active external
device.....53
Searching channels by name in the Channel
Editor.....22
Searching for all digital channels from a satellite
automatically.....59
Searching for channels from the cable provider
automatically.....65
Searching for channels from the cable provider
manually.....66
Searching for digital television channels from a
satellite manually.....60, 62, 63
Searching for digital terrestrial TV channels
automatically.....66
Searching for digital terrestrial TV channels
manually.....67
Searching forward.....40
Searching television channels with satellite
signal (DVB-S).....19
Selecting a track or picture in steps (SKIP).....40
Selecting AV channels.....29
Selecting channel lists.....70
Selecting channels.....29
Selecting partition on HD files.....40
Selecting stations from lists.....29
Selecting the display duration of the slide
show.....38
Selecting the display mode.....37
Selecting the HDMI source from the
television.....53
Selecting the menu.....37
Selecting the menu language.....53
Selecting the operating mode.....29
Selecting the volume for the headphones.....56
Selecting titles on HD files.....40
Sequencing channels in the Channel
Editor.....23
Service information for dealers.....72
Setting all analogue television channels.....68
Setting further channels.....59
Settings in the USB setup menu.....37
Setting up or hanging.....11
Setting up with stand.....11
Set-up and safety.....5
Skipping the waiting time.....34
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INDEX---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sleep timer.....31, 45
Software of the device.....51
Software update (USB).....51
Sorting channels in the favorites list.....23
Sound Mode.....27
Sound settings.....27
Special features of your television set.....7
Splitting the screen (Split Screen).....34
Stereo/dual channel.....27
Store logo view.....43
Subtitle Mode.....42
Subtitles.....30
Subtitle settings.....38
Switching off the external device from standby
mode.....53
Switching on and off.....29
Switching the device to standby.....54
Switching to automatic preview.....37
T
Teletext Mode.....34
The Digi Link functions of the television.....53
The file browser.....37
The main menu of the file browser.....37
Timer Functions.....45
TOP text or FLOF text mode.....34
Troubleshooting.....73
Tuning analogue television
channels.....68
Tuning cable digital television channels
(DVB-C).....19
Tuning channels.....16
Tuning terrestrial digital television channels
(DVB-T).....20
Tuning the analogue television channels by
entering the channel numbers.....69
Turning on external device from standby
mode.....53
Turning the TV to standby.....13
Turn the picture display.....40
TV operation – additional functions.....31
TV operation – Basic functions.....29
U
USB Opertion.....35
Using a DVD recorder, DVD player, video
recorder or set-top box.....56
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Using external devices.....53
V
Video data.....35
W
Watching a blocked television channel.....49
What is common interface?.....58
Z
Zap function.....30
Zoom function.....31

